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Abstract
By analyzing the saturation island density during nucleation in homoepitax-
ial growth on Ir(111) using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), param-
eters of adatom diffusion could be determined. Furthermore, for the first
time also the diffusion barrier for the dimer was determined by this method.
These parameters are in perfect agreement with the respective results from
filed ion microscopy (FIM).
In extension of these measurements, an important quantity in surface
science, namely, the binding energy of an adsorbed dimer, was determined.
Comparing the systems Ir(111), Al(111), and Pt(111) shows that the binding
energy scales with the cohesive energy (Eb,2 = (0.11±0.01)Ecoh), as expected
in a simple model of nearest-neighbor bonds. In addition it was shown,
that the binding energies determined by FIM are in error due to neglected
processes at step edges.
The formation of stacking-faults was observed in the system Ir/Ir(111) un-
der a wide range of deposition parameters. A quantitative model can explain
the observations: Stacking-faults form out of small clusters that can occupy
faulted sites with significant probability in thermal equilibrium. Metastable
areas in the wrong stacking sequence then grow out of these clusters by suf-
ficiently fast addition of adatoms.
Upon further growth, islands in the same stacking coalesce, but islands in
different stacking sequences do not. In the latter case, atoms can, however,
move to the energetically favorable, regular stacking via a kink-flip process
(self-healing). In the ideal case this leads to a complete disappearance of the
wrong stacking and a defect-free film evolves. This effect can be observed in
situ by annealing experiments.
The electronic structure of the two phases is very different, as can be
shown using voltage-dependent STM. Theoretical calculations support the
respective experiments.
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Symbols
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dj jump width of atomic process j
Eb binding energy
Eb,2 binding energy of the dimer
Eb,2
a binding energy of dimer assuming ν0,diss = ν0,1
Eb,2
b binding energy of dimer assuming ν0,diss = kBT/h
Eb,i∗ binding energy of critical nucleus i
∗
Ecoh cohesive energy of a crystal
Ed energy barrier in atomic process
Efd effective energy barrier for movement from fcc to hcp
Ehd effective energy barrier for movement from hcp to fcc
Ed,j energy barrier of atomic process j
Eif energy difference between initial and final configuration of
atomic process
Ekb kinetic energy barrier for atomic process
Ek−nn kinetic energy barrier per bond in nn-model
Enn nearest-neighbor bond energy in nn-model
F deposition rate
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The first impression of a solid is almost completely governed by its surface:
Its color is defined by the adsorption and reflection of light in the first few
hundred nanometers. The surface roughness on the micrometer scale deter-
mines whether it appears matt or glossy. Touching it reveals the hardness of
its surface. The surface is also the place where chemical reactions happen,
for example in heterogeneous catalysis. Even phenomena attributed solely
to the bulk like electrical conductivity are in real samples heavily influenced
by surface or interface effects such as grain boundaries and contact surfaces.
For technological applications it is often sufficient to optimize the surface:
Hardness of mechanical instruments is attained by coating them with thin
carbide or nitride layers, optical lenses are coated with thin metal films to
make them less reflective, and windows can be coated to change their thermal
isolation behavior. From a little distance also an integrated circuit building
a microchip is just a silicon wafer with a functionalized surface. Another
example is the biocompatibility of implants, which is determined by the
compatibility of its surface with the biological environment.
The complex situations encountered in the fabrication and application
of such systems can only be understood on a sound scientific base starting
with elementary processes. This has led to the rise of surface science as an
independent discipline of physics during the last 50 years, thereby moving
more and more from an empirical and phenomenological approach towards
a detailed understanding and control of the underlying physical effects.
The present work aims at promoting our understanding of surface dif-
fusion and agglomeration of single adsorbed atoms (adatoms) into larger
entities. The goal is to explain mesoscopic growth phenomena on the basis
of elementary processes. These processes are of extreme importance in thin
film technology as they govern the growth mode and structure of the film
and hence its physical properties. Almost the complete experimental base
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of this work was derived in the system Ir/Ir(111) using variable temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) as the major tool of investigation.
To determine parameters of atomic processes, a lot of experimental and
theoretical work was devoted to surface diffusion in the past. An important
source of information is the field ion microscope (FIM) [1] with its ability to
resolve individual metal atoms on metal surfaces. In principle, it is therefore
possible to follow atomic processes in detail. Due to the high field strength
needed for FIM-imaging, however, not all metals are suitable for this method.
Furthermore, in the last two years also evidence was found that FIM is not
suited for processes where the final configuration of a process is not observed
directly, e.g., dimer dissociation [2].
A complementary method of analysis, extending both the materials as
well as the processes accessible is the analysis of island density in the nucle-
ation regime of epitaxial growth with the STM [3]. In the present study this
analysis is further refined and in Chapter 4 it is shown that this method is
not only capable of yielding the diffusion parameters of adatoms, but also of
larger clusters, namely, dimers. Most important, though, is the finding that
the binding energy of a self-adsorbed dimer equals 0.11-0.12 of the cohesive
energy of the crystal on Ir(111), Al(111), and Pt(111) which points to an
universal behavior for fcc(111) surfaces. Possible systematic errors of other
methods are discussed which yield apparent ad-dimer binding energies that
deviate substantially from this intuitively reasonable scaling.
In the central chapter of this work (Chapter 5) it is shown how the knowl-
edge on atomic processes can be used to explain mesoscopic growth phenom-
ena, in this case the formation of stacking-faults during epitaxial growth. The
defect is formed as adatom islands grow in a locally hexagonal close-packed
(hcp) stacking instead of the regular face-centered cubic (fcc) stacking. This
important growth defect is traced back to the underlying surface processes.
An atomistic model is derived that explains the observed temperature and
rate dependence of stacking-fault formation quantitatively.
An intriguing feature of thin film growth in the presence of stacking-fault
formation is detailed in Chapter 6, namely, self-healing of the faulted areas:
Although single adatom islands nucleated in the hcp phase are thermally
stable, the atoms building these islands can flip over to the energetically
favorable fcc stacking upon completion of the first monolayer. The atomic
processes responsible for this behavior are identified and a model is developed
explaining all experimental observations.
Shifting the topmost layer of a crystal to the hcp binding sites can also
drastically alter the electronic structure of the system, as it was observed
for Co/Cu(111) [4]. This effect is found in the system studied here and is
discussed in Chapter 7. The difference in the local density of states leads to
12
an apparent height difference between the hcp and the fcc phase.
Before starting with the scientific results the next two chapters (Chap-
ters 2 and 3) will provide the necessary experimental and theoretical back-
ground for this work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter theoretical aspects of diffusion and nucleation in two dimen-
sions are given, as well as background information on stacking-faults, with a
strong emphasis on developing the necessary tools to analyze the experiments
presented in this work. Material that was derived elsewhere is introduced
very briefly giving references to the respective literature. The discussion of
special approaches important for only part of the results is postponed to the
respective chapters.
2.1 Structure of the fcc(111) surface
A ball model of the fcc(111) surface showing all relevant geometric features
is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The nearest-neighbor distance in Ir is ann = 2.71 A˚,
thus the density of atoms in one (111) layer (monolayer) is 1.57× 1019 atoms
m2
.
This quantity is used in the following to denote the surface coverage in units
of monolayers (ML).
2.1.1 Stacking-faults
Two kinds of adsorption sites are present on the fcc(111) surface: The regular
fcc site and the hcp site. The nearest-neighbor environment for an atom
adsorbed in either side is equivalent. This illustrates that a close-packed
crystal can be built up with a random stacking sequence of the three possible
positions of a (111) layer (A, B, C), as long as not two layers of the same
type are stacked upon each other.1 For example, in Fig. 2.1 the substrate
corresponds to A, the fcc positions to B, and the hcp positions to C. By the
1Random stacking sequences are indeed observed in colloidal crystals [5].
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Figure 2.1: Ball model of the fcc(111) surface with crystallographic orien-
tation, indication of the different adsorption sites (fcc and hcp), and two
hexagonal adatom islands, one in fcc stacking (regular island, RI) and one
in hcp stacking (stacking-fault island, SFI). The two possible dense-packed
steps (A-step and B-step) are indicated for each island.
sequence ABCABC the fcc structure is formed, whereas ABAB leads to the
hcp structure. Deviations from these sequences are called stacking-faults.
The nomenclature of these faults as introduced by Frank [6] is illustrated
in Fig. 2.2. Similar faults are also found for hcp, bcc, and zincblende2 crystal
structures (see Ref. [8]). All types of stacking only differ in the sequence
of the dense-packed planes A, B, and C; the nearest-neighbor bonds are
not distorted. These faults have therefore low interface energies compared
with defects containing distorted or broken bonds (grain boundaries, free
surfaces). An intrinsic stacking fault3 may be created by shearing one half of
an fcc crystal across a (111) plane by the vector 1/6[211] (or equivalent), an
extrinsic fault arises from repeated shearing. The respective dislocation is a
partial dislocation since 1/6[211] is not a lattice vector; in this special case
it is called a Shockley partial dislocation [10]. The potential energy surface
encountered in the sliding motion is decisive for the ductility of a material: If
the energy barriers for this shearing are high, the material will rather crack
than glide (Rice criterion of ductility [11]).
2Many III-V semiconductor crystallize in the zincblende structure and the twin fault
is of high technological relevance in these systems [7].
3Intrinsic stacking-faults have been observed in Ir using FIM [9].
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Figure 2.2: Stacking sequence of the fcc (ABCAB) and hcp (ABABA) crystal
structure together with those of the twin (ABCBA), intrinsic (ABCBCA),
and extrinsic (ABCBABC) stacking-faults. The stacking sequences are rep-
resented by lines between nearest neighbors in adjacent layers. Filled circles
represent atoms in local hcp environment. Modified from Ref. [12].
When a stacking-fault is introduced into an fcc crystal during growth, the
stacking of the planes will continue in the regular sequence above the fault.
The resulting sequence is then ABC|BA where the stacking-fault is situated
above the C| . The sequence is mirrored at this C| , so this defect is called
a twin boundary. Upon further growth such a twin gets embedded in the
regular matrix, which leads to the evolution of incoherent twin boundaries
(double positioning boundaries [13], see Fig. 2.3). Therefore the density of
stacking-faults is decisive for the quality of thin films.
2.1.2 Energetics of adsorption
When an atom adsorbs it changes its potential energy Eb. A potential energy
diagram showing Eb for the two possible adsorption sites on an fcc(111)
surface is depicted in Fig. 2.4.
In general, stable clusters on fcc(111) are built out of atoms in nearest-
neighbor sites so that the cluster itself can be assigned a specific stacking
type, i.e., one can distinguish between fcc and hcp clusters. Clusters of size
i in the different binding sites (f: fcc, h: hcp) differ in free energy Fi by
∆Fi = F
f
i − F hi . One can split up ∆Fi in the difference in binding energy
∆Eb,i and the entropy difference ∆Sb,i: ∆Fi = ∆Eb,i − T∆Sb,i. In thermal
equilibrium of an ensemble of clusters of size i, the ratio of the probability
17
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Figure 2.3: Schematic structure of an fcc crytsal with an embedded twin.
Small letters denote the respective stacking. Coherent twin boundaries are
AB and CD, the line BC is an incoherent twin boundary (double positioning
boundary). From Ref. [13].
of finding a cluster in an hcp position (Phcp) to the probability of finding a
cluster in an fcc position (Pfcc) follows a Boltzmann distribution [14]:(
Phcp
Pfcc
)
i
= e
∆Fi
k
B
T = e
∆Eb,i
k
B
T
−∆Si
k
B . (2.1)
2.1.3 Structure of adatom islands
The adatom islands depicted in Fig. 2.1 are bounded by close-packed
steps running along 〈110〉-directions. There are two types of 〈110〉 steps:
〈110〉/{100} or A-steps, showing a {100}-microfacet, and 〈110〉/{111} or
B-steps, showing a {111} microfacet. A hexagonal island is bounded by al-
ternating A- and B-steps. The orientation of A- and B-steps is different for
fcc and hcp islands: Following for example the [1¯1¯2] direction, an up-step
with the orientation [11¯0] is a B-step for an fcc island, but an A-step for an
hcp island. A down-step with the same orientation is an A-step for an fcc
18
2.1 Structure of the fcc(111) surface
Figure 2.4: Schematic potential energy diagram of the fcc(111) surface with
two inequivalent adsorption sites (fcc, hcp). Ehb is the binding energy in the
hcp position, Efb is the binding energy in the fcc position, E
h
d is the energy
barrier against jumping from hcp to fcc, and Efd the barrier against jumps
from fcc to hcp. The potential energy is set to zero in the vacuum infinitely
far away from the surface. Without loss of generality, in this figure the case
of an adsorbed atom on Ir(111) is shown, where the hcp site is energetically
favorable.
island, but a B-step for an hcp island.
The two step types are not only geometrically different, but also energet-
ically: For many fcc(111) surfaces, an anisotropy in the step free energy δ
of 〈110〉 steps is observed (a review of experimental and theoretical results
can be found in Ref. [3]). In almost all cases the B-step has the lower δ,
i.e., δB/δA ≤ 1.4 This is what one should expect, since the B-step forms an
{111} microfacet, and the surface free energy γ of the most dense-packed
(111) surface is lower than that of (100), which appears as a microfacet in
the A-step. For the Ir(111) surface, Rost et al. found δB/δA = 0.93±0.01 [15].
In the most obvious case, this difference in step free energy alone breaks
the sixfold symmetry of the adatom islands into a threefold one. More com-
plicated situations, where the different potential energy landscape around the
two types of steps influence the kinetics of island growth lead to the same
symmetry reduction. The energy profile for Ir(111) was determined by FIM
[16], see Fig. 2.5. The stronger binding of the step adatoms to the A-steps
leads to a growth regime where threefold symmetric islands can be observed
(other examples (Pt(111), Al(111), Ag(111)) are discussed in Ref. [3]). In
4In the cases where δB/δA > 1 is observed, δB/δA = 1 lies within the error range.
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Figure 2.5: Potential energy diagram for a step-adatom on Ir(111) as deduced
by FIM. From Ref. [16].
this regime an hcp island appears rotated by 180◦ with respect to an fcc
island due to the step-rotation effect depicted in Fig. 2.1. This makes the
two species distinguishable in STM-topographs (STM pictures showing this
effect are introduced in Chapter 5).
2.2 Atomic processes
Motion of adatoms and clusters on an fcc(111) surface take place by jumps
from one local minimum in the potential energy landscape to the next one.
The rate of a specific process νj can be expressed by the Arrhenius law for
thermally activated processes:
νj = ν0,je
−Ed,j/kBT , (2.2)
with ν0,j the attempt frequency of the process, Ed,j the energy barrier
that has to be overcome, and kB Boltzmann’s constant. As an example,
in the potential energy diagram for the monomer (Fig. 2.4) the barriers for
the jump from hcp to fcc (Ehd,1) and vice versa (E
f
d,1) are shown. Diffusion
barriers are always positive; this sign convention leads to
∆Eb = E
f
b − Ehb = −(Efd − Ehd). (2.3)
The attempt frequency ν0,j can be calculated in the framework of transi-
tion state theory (see, e.g., Ref. [3]) as
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2.2 Atomic processes
ν0,j =
kBT
h
e1+(Ss,j−Sa,j)/kB , (2.4)
where h is Planck’s constant, and Ss (Sa) is the entropy in the saddle
(adsorption) position. Generally, this entropy difference is not known, so
often an approximation of the attempt frequency is given by ν0,j = kBT/h. A
first guess whether a process is important under specific conditions can be
based on its onset temperature. Tonset is defined as the temperature where
the process happens with a rate of νj = 1 Hz, i.e., a rate comparable to the
timescale of evaporation in standard experiments. A standard choice for the
prefactor is ν0,j = 5× 1012 Hz. This relates to common phonon frequencies.
A illustrative motivation for such a value of ν0,j for the case of adatoms on
fcc(111) surfaces was given in Ref. [17]: If the surface potential is assumed to
be harmonic, the characteristic frequency of atoms in the potential wells can
be calculated easily. The values obtained are of the order 1010 Hz - 1013 Hz.
Using for simplicity ν0,j = 5 × 1012 Hz independent of the specific process
then leads to
Tonset = 400K/eV × Ed,j. (2.5)
2.2.1 Relevant processes during growth
An overview of the most important atomic processes on fcc(111) is given in
Fig. 2.6. According to Ref. [3], a nearest-neighbor model (nn-model) can be
used to estimate the activation energies of these processes: The energy barrier
Ea is divided into two parts (see inset of Fig. 2.6), the kinetic barrier Ekb
which is assumed to be proportional to min{nin, nfin}, i.e., to the coordination
number of the lower coordinated configuration, and the difference in the
binding energies Eif which the higher coordinated atom has to overcome in
addition to the kinetic barrier:
Ea = Ekb + Eif = nfinEk−nn + (nin − nfin)Enn (nin ≥ nfin)
Ea = Ekb = ninEk−nn (nin ≤ nfin), (2.6)
with Ek−nn the energy per bond in the kinetic barrier and Enn the nearest-
neighbor bond strength. Eif can also be regarded as the binding energy Eb
of the initial configuration.
In the Pt(111) system, the nn-model reproduces the hierarchy of the
diffusion processes as measured experimentally or derived from calculations.
Furthermore, there is also quantitative agreement if one uses the value of the
dimer binding energy Eb,2 as Enn. This illustrates that the dimer binding
21
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Figure 2.6: Ball model of atomic processes on an fcc(111) surface. (1) adatom
diffusion, (2) attachment of adatom to step edge, (3a) diffusion from corner
to kink, (3b) diffusion from corner to step, (4) diffusion along step edge, (5)
dimer dissociation, (6) detachment from corner, (7) diffusion from step to
corner, (8) step-adatom formation, (9) detachment from step, (10) trimer
dissociation, (11) diffusion from kink to corner, (12) kink detachment, (13)
corner break-up, (14) surface vacancy diffusion, (15) dimer diffusion. Inset:
Potential energy diagram for diffusion involving a change in coordination
number from the initial state (i) to the final state (f), the activation energy
Ea is the sum of a kinetic barrier Ekb and the difference in binding energy
Eif . From Ref. [3].
energy is a first order approximation of the average in-plane nearest-neighbor
bond strength in processes relevant for growth, making it a key quantity for
understanding and predicting epitaxial growth.
2.2.2 Dimer binding energy
The distinction between kinetic barrier and nearest-neighbor bond strength
can be illustrated for the dimer (see Fig. 2.7). The energy barrier against
dimer dissociation Ediss,2 is the sum of the binding energy difference between
initial and final configuration, in this case the dimer binding energy Eb,2 and
22
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a kinetic barrier, in this case the barrier against adatom diffusion Ed,1 that
one atom has to overcome to move away from its former partner.
Figure 2.7: Ball model of dimer dissociation and respective potential energy
diagram. The dissociation energy Ediss,2 is the sum of the dimer binding
energy (Eb,2) and the barrier against adatom diffusion (Ed,1).
In a nearest-neighbor model, with the binding energy of atoms propor-
tional to their coordination, Eb,2 would be 1/6Ecoh for an fcc crystal, where
the cohesive energy Ecoh is the energy per atom needed to disperse a crystal
into single atoms. It is well known that the bond energies of an atom actu-
ally depend on the total number of bonds it forms, increasing with decreasing
coordination [18, 19]. For example, the bond energy of a free dimer is larger
than the energy per bond in the solid: The Pt-Pt dimer bond strength in the
gas phase is 3.7 eV/bond [20], whereas in the fcc crystal it is 1.0 eV/bond.5
Nevertheless, for bond breaking in equivalent geometrical environments but
different materials, it is natural to hypothesize that the energy needed scales
with Ecoh. In contrast to this assumption, such behavior has not been found
on fcc(111) surfaces till now. As is discussed in Chapter 4, the absence of
scaling is mainly due to experimental errors. The experiments presented in
this work lift the error of the data for Ir(111) and show, that scaling is indeed
found for Al(111), Pt(111), and Ir(111).
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Figure 2.8: Diffusion processes of a dimer on fcc(111): (a) Intercell transla-
tion; (b) intracell translation; (c) intracell rotation without change of stack-
ing; (d) intracell rotation with change of stacking. Light gray atom in the
substrate marks center of the diffusion cell.
2.2.3 Surface diffusion
When a cluster moves freely on the surface (i.e., it does neither dissociate
nor attach to other clusters) repeated jumps give rise to cluster diffusion.
In general there are several processes j responsible for this diffusive motion
(Fig. 2.8 shows several examples for the case of the dimer). In this case, the
mean square displacement 〈∆r2〉 can be written as6
〈∆r2〉 =
∑
j
νjd
2
j t = νa
2
nnt, (2.7)
with dj the jump width of process j and t the time, thereby defining an
effective rate ν. As a first approximation one can assume also the effective
rate to follow an Arrhenius law (Eq. 2.2):
ν = ν0e
−Ed/kBT , (2.8)
with ν0 =
4D0
a2nn
the effective attempt frequency and Ed the effective diffu-
sion barrier.
5The energy per bond in the solid is 1/6Ecoh with the cohesive energy Ecoh = 5.86 eV
for Pt [20]. This arises because six bonds have to be broken per atom to disperse a crystal
into single atoms.
6This equation describes the standard deviation in a binomial distribution.
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Introducing the last two equations into the Einstein relation for two-
dimensional diffusion
D =
〈∆r2〉
4t
, (2.9)
with D the diffusion coefficient7 leads to
D =
1
4
∑
j
νjd
2
j t =
1
4
νa2nn =
a2nn
4
ν0e
−Ed/kBT . (2.10)
An alternative way to write the above is
D = D0e
−Ed/kBT , (2.11)
with D0 =
a2nn
4
ν0 the effective prefactor for diffusion.
A straightforward way to obtain Ed and D0 experimentally is to measure
D in dependence of T by observing 〈∆r2〉(t) for various temperatures, as it
is done in standard FIM experiments.
2.3 Nucleation of adatom islands
In epitaxial growth, deposited atoms diffuse on the surface, agglomerate into
larger entities and eventually become stable if a cluster exceeding a certain
critical size is formed. Large islands grow out of these two-dimensional nuclei.
Investigation of this nucleation regime yields parameters of the important
atomic processes. The necessary tools for such an analysis are provided in
this section.
2.3.1 Rate equations
The nucleation of adatom islands can be described in a mean-field approach,
containing all relevant processes in rate equations [21, 22]. In this set of dif-
ferential equations, every diffusion, dissociation, and agglomeration process
is included with its respective rate.
A standard way to write these equations is obtained by gathering together
stable clusters above a certain size (i ≥ x) in one equation, where stability
means that such a cluster does not shrink on the timescale of the experiment.
This leads to three equations (i = 1; 1 < i < x; i ≥ x):
7A more precise formulation of Eq. 2.9 is D = lim(t→∞) 〈∆r2(t)〉4t so that experiments
where atomic processes are studied in detail can only give D approximately.
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dn1
dt
= F (1−Θ)− 2σ1D1n21 −D1n1
x∑
m=2
σmnm
+2Γ2n2 +
x∑
m=3
Γmnm (2.12)
dnk
dt
= −σknk
k∑
m=1
Dmnm −Dknk
x∑
m=k+1
σmnm − Γknk + Γk+1nk+1
+
kDIV2∑
m=1
Dmnmσk−mnk−m (2.13)
dnx
dt
=
x−1∑
q=xDIV2
σqnq
q∑
m=x−q
Dmnm. (2.14)
Notation:
kDIV2 =
{
k/2 for k even,
(k − 1)/2 for k odd. (2.15)
Variables: ni is the density of clusters of size i, Θ is the coverage, σi the
capture number, Di the diffusion coefficient, and Γi the dissociation rate. The
capture number σi can be naively regarded as a geometric factor, precisely
it is defined as a numerical constant arising from the exact solution of the
diffusion problem with appropriate boundary conditions [21].
The terms describe:
Time variation of monomers (Eq. 2.12):
Deposition with rate F neglecting the adsorption on already occupied
sites; two monomers form a dimer; a monomer attaches to a larger cluster;
dimer dissociation forms two monomers; dissociation of larger clusters leaves
one monomer.
Time variation of mobile and/or unstable clusters (Eq. 2.13):
The cluster captures smaller or equally sized clusters; the cluster attaches
to larger clusters; the cluster dissociates; a cluster forms by dissociation of
cluster larger by one atom; a cluster forms by association of two smaller
clusters.
Time variation of immobile, stable clusters (Eq. 2.14): A cluster forms
by association of two smaller clusters.
Here the following assumptions are made:
• Deposition of atoms in the second layer can be neglected.
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• Clusters of size i dissociate in clusters of sizes 1 and i− 1.
• We can define a stable, immobile cluster of size x with Γx = 0 and
Dx = 0.
Numerical solution of these mean-field equations yields the time evolution
of clusters of size i. Stable islands grow out of clusters with i = x and so
their density is given by nx.
Historically the first step in solving the rate equations was to neglect
mobility of all clusters larger than the monomer, i.e., Di = 0 for i > 1. In
this case, the rate equations can be solved analytically to yield the central
result of nucleation theory:
nx = η(Θ, i
∗)
(
F
D1
) i∗
i∗+2
eEb,i∗/(i
∗+2)kBT , (2.16)
with i∗ the size of the critical nucleus, and Eb,i∗ the binding energy of
the critical cluster. The critical cluster i∗ is the largest unstable cluster,
i.e., a cluster of size i∗ + 1 more probably grows than decays. Due to the
geometry of the fcc(111) surface, there are four possible i∗: Monomer, dimer
(every atom has one neighbor), trimer (every atom has two neighbors), and
heptamer (every edge atom has three neighbors). The function η is given by
η = [(i∗ + 2)σi∗σ¯−(i
∗+1)Θ]1/(i
∗+2).
2.3.2 Saturation island density
There is a saturation of nx (nsat) for coverages of Θ ≈ 0.05 ML −0.2 ML;
in this regime η is of the order one. D1 is given by Eq. 2.11 as D1 =
D0,1e
−Ed,1/kBT . Putting this in Eq. 2.16 gives:
nsat = η
(
F
D0,1
) i∗
i∗+2
e(i
∗Ed,1+Eb,i∗ )/(i∗+2)kBT . (2.17)
In the regime where the monomer is the critical nucleus (i∗ = 1), one
finds η ≈ 1/4 [22], and Eq. 2.17 becomes:
nsat =
1
4
(
F
D0,1
) 1
3
eEd,1/3kBT . (2.18)
An analysis of the saturation island density in the regime i∗ = 1 in de-
pendence on temperature allows determination of both D0,1 (and thus ν0,1)
and Ed,1 (see Chapter 4).
For i∗ = 2 (trimer stable):
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Regime Description Criteria
I i∗ = 1, dimer immobile D1F 2 > ν3diss,2 D1
2F > D32
II i∗ = 1, dimer mobile D12F < D32; F
2D42 > D1ν
5
diss,2
III i∗ = 2; D1F 2 < ν3diss,2; F
2D42 < D1ν
5
diss,2
Table 2.1: Criteria for the different nucleation regimes according to Ref. [23],
D1 is the diffusion coefficient for monomers, D2 is the diffusion coefficient for
dimers, νdiss,2 is the rate of dimer dissociation, and F is the deposition rate.
nsat = η
(
F
D0,1
) 1
2
e(2Ed,1+Eb,2)/4kBT . (2.19)
If Ed,1 is known, one can use this equation to determine Eb,2 by analyzing
nsat in the regime i
∗ = 2.
2.3.3 Influence of cluster diffusion
The nucleation of islands is also influenced by the diffusivity of small clusters:
Obviously, the island density is diminished, if small clusters diffuse signifi-
cantly and have a finite probability to coalesce with other clusters. In this
case solution of the full rate equations for i∗ = 1 gives [23]:
nsat ∝ F 25 e(Ed,1+Ed,2)/5kBT . (2.20)
By an analytical treatment of the rate equations, Villain et al. [23] ob-
tained criteria for the different regimes, which are given in Tab. 2.1.
2.3.4 Binding energy of the dimer
By measuring nsat as a function of temperature in the temperature regime,
where the dimer is the critical nucleus, one can in principle deduce Ed,2, as
described above. However, since for the most examined systems, only few
datapoints in the regime i∗ = 2 are available due to experimental difficulties,8
this method usually yields a huge error.
Therefore, a more robust criterion was recently formulated by mean-field
arguments [2]: At the critical temperature Tt, the mean lifetime of the dimer
before dissociation τdiss becomes comparable to the average time ∆τ between
8At temperatures where dimers dissociate effectively, the adatom mobility is usually so
high that the island density is very low, leading to problems with the finite terrace width
on a real sample.
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dimer formation and addition of the next atom, thereby forming a stable
trimer. This time can be written as ∆τ = nt/F , with nt the density of
dimers at the transition temperature Tt. This density is in principle not
known; one can approximate nt ≈ nsat(Tt) to get:
τdiss ≈ ∆τ
⇒ 1
νdiss
≈ nt
F
⇒ 1
ν0,diss
eEdiss/kBTt ≈ nt
F
⇒ Ediss ≈ kBTt ln
(ν0,dissnt
F
)
,
(2.21)
so that we can write for the binding energy of the dimer:
Eb,2 ≈ kBTt ln
(ν0,dissnt
F
)
− Ed,1. (2.22)
This approach was successfully employed to measure Eb,2 in the system
Pt/Pt(111) [2].
An alternative way to determine the binding energy of the dimer is ob-
tained by defining a transition temperature Tt between the regimes i
∗ = 1
and i∗ = 2 by demanding nsat,i∗=1 = nsat,i∗=2. To simplify the following, we
assume η1 = η2 = η [22] and D0,1 = D0,2 = D0.
nsat,i∗=1 = nsat,i∗=2
⇔ η
(
F
D0
) 1
3
eEd,1/3kBTt = η
(
F
D0
) 1
2
e(2Ed,1+Eb,2)/4kBTt
⇔ (D0
F
) 1
3 = e(2Ed,1+3Eb,2)/12kBTt
⇔ 3Eb,2 + 2Ed,1 = 12kBTt ln
(
D0
F
) 1
3
⇔ Eb,2 = 23kBTt ln
(
D0
F
)− 2
3
Ed,1.
(2.23)
This result depends crucially on the validity of the classical nucleation
theory and the simplifications introduced above. This procedure is therefore
discarded in favor of the simpler treatment leading to Eq. 2.22.
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Chapter 3
Experimental
The studies on nucleation and growth on Ir(111) presented in this thesis were
performed by depositing thin films using physical vapor deposition (PVD) in
a vacuum system. The resulting morphologies are studied by STM.
To fulfill the objectives of this work, several conditions have to be met
by the experimental setup. The background pressure of the vacuum system
must be very low, especially during evaporation. This has to be taken into
account during the design of the chamber and the evaporator. A reliable
sample preparation has to be developed to reach reproducibility of the results.
The system used in this work (TuMA III) is based on an earlier version
(TuMA I, [24]). The vacuum chamber, the evaporation system, and the STM
head were newly constructed. Furthermore, the sample holder was modified
in order to comply with the necessary sample preparation procedure. The
construction and performance of these parts is described in the next sections.
3.1 The vacuum system
A sketch of the vacuum system is shown in Fig. 3.1. It is built around a
central manipulator described in detail in Ref. [24]. Rotation and transla-
tion of the manipulator positions the sample with respect to the different
preparation and analysis instruments. In addition to the parts described be-
low, the chamber is equipped with a mass-filtered ion gun [25], a quadrupole
mass spectrometer [26], an extended-range ion gauge [27], and a low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) system [28].
Kinetic gas theory provides us with a rule of thumb that the time needed
to deposit one monolayer of adsorbates (sticking coefficient equal to unity)
from the residual gas with a background pressure of 1 × 10−6 mbar is 1 s.
More generally, the adsorption rate is given by
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the vacuum chamber TuMA III. (a) side view, (b)
front view. (1) STM, (2) Ir(111) sample, (3) cryostat, (4) Faraday cup, (5)
manipulator, (6) ion gun, (7) evaporator, (8) chopper, (9) mass spectrometer,
(10) LEED, (11) + (12) turbomolecular pumps, (13) ion pump, (14) cold
trap, (15) titanium sublimator. From Ref. [29].
Rads =
sP√
2pimkBT
, (3.1)
with sticking coefficient s, pressure P , particle mass m, and temperature
T (compare [29]). This illustrates the need for extremely good vacuum con-
ditions in order to observe atomic processes under clean experimental condi-
tions: For frequently used deposition rates of the order of F = 1×10−2 ML/s
and a background pressure of Pevap = 1 × 10−10 mbar, the concentration of
deposited impurities from the residual gas is already around 1%, which can
significantly effect thin film growth [30]. In order to avoid such effects at
standard rates and to perform reproducibly experiments at even lower rates
it is necessary to go beyond standard ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions
towards extremely-high vacuum (XHV).1
In accordance with the well-established procedure to reach UHV-
conditions, the chamber is equipped with a multi-stage pumping system. Two
turbomolecular pumps (with primary pumps) are connected to the chamber
1There is no consistent definition of XHV in the literature. Here we will use XHV for
vacui in the 10−12 mbar range.
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and to the ion source, respectively. Additionally, the chamber is equipped
with an ion pump to allow vibration-free pumping during STM-imaging.
To achieve XHV-conditions, we took special care of the following points:
The vacuum chamber was glowed in a vacuum furnace 2 for several hours
at T ≈ 1200 K to reduce especially the hydrogen resolved in the steel of the
vessel [31, 32]. Compared to a second, non-glowed chamber (TuMA II, a
similar chamber in our labs), the ratio of hydrogen partial pressure to total
pressure after bake-out was lowered from 0.5 to 0.2. The strongest single
peak in the mass spectrum is thereby shifted from 2 amu (H2) to 18 amu
(H2O).
A cold-trap was mounted in a coaxial position, visible from a maximal
fraction of the chamber volume. Additionally, copper shields were fixed to
the cold-trap that surround the heart of the chamber, where deposition and
imaging takes place. These Cu-shields are not as cold as the liquid nitrogen
container, but still efficiently trap adsorbing atoms and molecules.
A titanium sublimator was positioned inside the cold-trap so that a large
area is covered with a highly reactive titanium layer upon each sublimation.
The sublimator was shielded to protect the delicate instruments (STM, mass
spectrometer, ion gauge) against deposition of Ti.3 This shielding was op-
timized so that a large fraction of the bare chamber walls even outside the
cold-trap receives Ti. The reactive area of the chamber wall is thus maxi-
mized.
Special care was taken in the design of the evaporator to ensure clean
deposition and minimize outgassing. The details will be given below (see
Sec. 3.3). The filaments in the chamber were thoroughly outgassed after
every bake-out to ensure clean operation while performing experiments.
All these measures together lead to a base pressure below the detection
limit of the ion gauge [27], namely, 6.7 × 10−12 mbar. This pressure was
reproducibly reached after a 48-hour bake-out at a temperature of 170◦ C
without using the cold trap. The behaviour of the background pressure
during evaporation will be describe below (see Sec. 3.3).
2The glowing was performed at DESY, Hamburg.
3In this work, initial insufficient shielding led to the effect of STM-arcing, see Ap-
pendix A.4.
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3.2 The sample
3.2.1 Ir(111)
All experiments were performed on a (111) surface of an Iridium single crystal
(Ir crystallizes in the face-centered cubic (fcc) structure). The most dense
packed (111) surface is of high technological relevance as it very often evolves
naturally in crystal and thin film growth since it possesses the lowest surface
energy and is thus both technologically and methodically the most interesting
one.
Iridium was chosen for two main reasons: First, in this system parameters
of atomic processes are well known due to numerous FIM studies, giving the
opportunity to compare the results to previous works. In fact only this com-
parison made two main results of this thesis possible: The detection of the
systematic error in FIM when it comes to dissociation energies, which lead
to the discovery of the scaling of the dimer binding energy, and the quan-
titative modeling of stacking-fault formation using the parameters derived
independently. Second, Ir can be evaporated with a high rate even below its
melting temperature and with a high level of cleanliness.
3.2.2 Sample holder and sample temperature measure-
ment
The most important part of the manipulator is the sample holder in which
the Ir(111) sample is mounted. Due to the high temperature needed in the
preparation (see Sec. 3.5), the clamping of the sample to the holder has been
improved: The old setup, where three tungsten springs pressed on the rim of
the hat-shaped sample, did not withstand the multiple heating cycles without
loosing tension. This resulted in unfastening of the sample and vibrations
visible in the STM pictures. By inserting sapphire balls between sample
and springs, which were held in place by holes in the springs, the thermal
contact was diminished. Thus a stable clamping was achieved that withstand
numerous preparation cycles.
The temperature of the sample was varied between 140 K (cooling with
liquid nitrogen) and 1600 K (heating by electron bombardment). The tem-
perature measurement proved to be rather difficult in this setup: In contrast
to other samples (Al, Pt), it is not possible to spot-weld a thermocouple
directly to the sample. Therefore it was provided with two radial drillings.
In each of these holes a wire of the thermocouple was introduced and fixed
by the spring force of its loop-shaped end. An additional holding force was
exerted by the ceramic tubes use to isolate it from the sample holder. We
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used a WRe thermocouple (W97Re3/W75Re25) which is capable of measur-
ing in the temperature range of 270 K to 2670 K. A second thermocouple is
spot-welded to the sample holder. This element (NiCr/Ni) operates in the
temperature range 70 K to 1640 K. Cryogenic temperatures are reached by
cooling the sample via the sample holder, so this second thermal element is
used at these low temperatures where the WRe cannot operate. Combining
the ranges of the two thermal elements enables temperature control of the
sample over the whole necessary temperature range.
3.3 The evaporator
The specifications for the evaporator used in this study are variable deposi-
tion rate, a high rate (with respect to standard experiments on the atomic
scale), controllable deposition also at the highest rates, and, most impor-
tantly, extremely clean evaporation. In order to fulfill these requirements, a
specially designed Ir-evaporator was built.
3.3.1 Evaporator design
Evaporators based on electron bombardment “produce” CO and CO2 (com-
pare Ref. [31]), and trace amounts of such impurities can have a significant
effect on thin film growth [30]. Also the use of crucibles introduces a possible
source of contamination, not to mention the problem of finding a crucible to
contain the hot Ir. Therefore, the most suitable method is sublimation from
a filament heated by direct current flow.
The evaporator design is shown in Fig. 3.2. All materials used were
carefully chosen in order to have maximum temperature stability and min-
imum outgassing. The heart of the evaporator is the filament which will
be described in detail below. In order to minimize power consumption and
unnecessary heating of the inner part of the cell, a tantalum radiation shield
is mounted directly underneath the filament. The filament is clamped with
tungsten springs to tantalum rods supporting it. Thin wires are spot-welded
directly to this supports on both sites to measure the voltage drop across
the filament, which allows to determine the filament resistance and hence its
temperature [33]. With this signal the evaporation rate is controlled.
The filament and its supports are mounted on a water-cooled copper
block. The tubes for the water supply also act as support rods for the
whole evaporator. The evaporation cell is completely surrounded by a copper
cap with a small opening (φ = 1 cm) in the top allowing deposition. The
temperature of this cap never exceeds 40◦ C during deposition.
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the Ir evaporator system. (1) manipulator, (2) sample in
evaporation position, (3) filament, (4) resistance measurement, (5) radiation
shield, (6) water tubes, (7) chopper disk, (8) drive shaft, (9) chopper support.
From [29].
The evaporator is fixed on a linear feedthrough in order to change the
distance between sample and evaporator to have a means to vary the depo-
sition rate. It can also be removed from the chamber without braking the
vacuum via a lock to conveniently allow maintenance (change of filaments).
3.3.2 The filament
To reach both a high filament temperature Tfil and a high area filling fraction
c while at the same time keeping the necessary filament current low (Ifil ≤
20 A), the filament was laser-cut4 from a 99.9 % pure, 0.25 mm thick Ir-foil
to a meandered shape as visible in Figure 3.3. The minimal ligament width
is 0.55 mm and the gap width between the ligaments 0.1 mm.
The filament temperature is measured by an optical pyrometer where the
temperature of each single filament ligament can be determined separately.
The measurement with the pyrometer has to be corrected for the deviation
4The laser cutting was performed by A. Dohrn and B. Gillner at the Institute for Laser
Technology (ILT), Aachen.
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Figure 3.3: Laser-cut Ir-filament of type B.
of the emission characteristics from a black body, see Appendix A.2. The
temperature profiles of two different filaments are shown in Fig. 3.4. In
the first version (type A) all ligaments had the same width. Thermal en-
ergy is efficiently transported to the supporting rods. As a consequence,
the highest temperature is reached for the central ligaments, which therefore
limit the maximum temperature. In the improved filament design (type B,
see Fig. 3.3), the outermost ligaments are thinned to an extent that energy
transport is minimized and nearly all ligaments reach the same temperature
(already at a lower Ifil than for type A), thus maximizing the outgoing flux.
In the following, the mean temperature of the five inner ligaments is used
as Tfil. Although convenient, the pyrometer measurement presumably has a
large absolute error. Nevertheless, the relative temperature is the quantity of
interest when comparing different evaporation parameters. A faster way to
measure Tfil is via the voltage drop across the filament Ufil as describe above.
The relation between Ufil and Tfil is obtained using the pyrometer data.
A third, more robust and easy to produce type of filaments was also
applied in this work. This filament was a 0.25 mm thick 99.9% pure Ir-wire
bent to a spiral (type C).
3.3.3 Evaporation rate
Following the evaporation law of Hertz-Knudsen and geometric considera-
tions, the evaporation rate of the described evaporator can be given as
F = αVcp
∗(2pimk
B
T )−
1
2
(
1− R
2
r2eff +R
2
)
. (3.2)
with the coefficient of evaporation αV, a constant c < 1 accounting for
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Figure 3.4: Temperature distribution across the ligaments of the filament.
Triangles (N): first version of filament with constant ligament width (type
A), operated at Ifil = 20 A. Squares (): improved filament (type B) as
depicted in Fig. 3.3, operated at Ifil = 14 A.
the fraction of area covered by the filament compared to a solid disc of the
same radius, the vapor pressure p∗, the filament temperature T , the distance
between filament and sample R, and the effective radius of the filament reff .
For a detailed deduction of Eq. 3.2 see Appendix A.1.
An interesting feature of Eq. 3.2 is that the inverse quadratic dependence
of F on R which one usually assumes is only given as a limiting case for
R  reff . For R ≈ reff an inverse linear behavior is found, for R  reff F
goes into saturation. In the geometry present in this work we are already
entering the linear regime.
This relation between F , T , and R is used to select the rate, the accurate
measurement of the rate is done after the experiment using the STM pictures.
3.3.4 The chopper
A shutter system using a rotating chopper disk was built to precisely control
the evaporated amount also in the extreme case of high rate and low coverage.
This system is also depicted in Fig. 3.2. The chopper disk has a 10◦ segment
cut out to open the evaporator with respect to the sample. Via a bevel
gear the disk can be rotated around the center axis. The shutter is operated
by a computer-controlled stepping motor. Using the respective computer
programme SHOCO [29], the chopper disk can be operated in different modi.
The minimal evaporation time is 6 ms. In this case the opening in the shutter
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moves across the evaporator with constant speed. For longer evaporation
times the opening is stopped before the evaporator for the desired period. It
is also possible to perform pulsed deposition over a wide range of frequencies
and opening times. Furthermore, the software is also capable of controlling
the evaporator.
To reach the highest deposition rates the evaporator has to be moved
close to the sample (Rmin = 0.4 cm). As visible in Fig. 3.2, in this position
rotation of the manipulator is no longer possible. Therefore, the axis of the
disk is mounted on a thread, allowing two operation heights, one at the lower
and one at the upper end of the thread, where the disk is fixed by forcing it
against the respective end pieces of the thread. The positioning is performed
by rotating the axis while the disk is fixed by a stopper arm. When the
manipulator has to be rotated or moved, or medium rates are employed, the
disk is always in the lower position.
3.3.5 Performance of the evaporator
With the Ir-evaporator described above we were able to deposit under ex-
tremely clean conditions: The background pressure during evaporation with
the standard rate (F = 1.25 ML/s) always stayed well below 1× 10−10 mbar
once the evaporator was completely degassed. This enabled us to deter-
mine atomic diffusion barriers in perfect agreement with previous work, see
Chapter 4. A comparison between the mass spectra of the vacuum sys-
tem under XHV-conditions (PK < 7 × 10−12 mbar) and during evaporation
(PK = 9 × 10−11 mbar) is shown in Fig. 3.5. The largest relative increase
is observed for 13, 14, 15, and 16 amu, indicating that the main species
“produced” by the Ir-evaporator is CH4.
The variation of the deposition rate was performed in two ways: By
moving the evaporator we could exploit the R-dependence of F (see Eq. 3.2).
The closest evaporator-sample distance geometrically possible in our setup
is R = 0.4 cm. The measured dependence of F on R is depicted in Fig. 3.6.
In the regime where we performed this rate-variation experiment we are still
in the quadratic regime of Eq. 3.2 as can be concluded by the fit of the
respective dependence (solid line in Fig. 3.6) to our data.
The second option is to select F via Tfil. A measure for Tfil is the temper-
ature dependent resistance of the filament Rfil obtained by measuring Ifil and
Ufil. In the temperature regime under concern here one can assume Tfil ∝ Rfil.
Neglecting the
√
T dependence of F in Eq. 3.2 against the dependence on p∗,
which goes exponentially with Tfil for not too high temperature differences
(see Fig. A.2) leads to the relation F ∝ eκRfil . Such a behavior is fitted to
the respective measurements in Fig. 3.7 showing how the filament resistance
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Figure 3.5: Ratio β = Ievap/IXHV of the ion current measured in the mass
spectrometer under XHV-conditions (IXHV), PK < 7×10−12 mbar, and while
evaporator is operating (Ievap), PK = 9× 10−11 mbar.
Rfil can be used to control the evaporation rate F .
The range of accessible rates F is limited with respect to very low as
well as to very high rates. In spite of the high level of cleanliness, our
experiments show that a lower bound for the deposition rate is reached for
F ≈ 1.4 × 10−3 ML/s at the respective temperature T = 330 K.5 This can
be inferred from Fig. 4.4 which is partly discussed in advance here (for the
full discussion of the saturation island density nsat dependence on deposition
rate F see Sec. 4.1). For now it is sufficient to know that the behavior of
the clean system is shown by the solid line depicted in Fig. 4.4. The most
common effect of nucleation in the presence of impurities is an increase in
nsat [34, 35]. Therefore the increase in nsat for low F is attributed to this
effect with an onset at F ≈ 1.4× 10−3 ML/s.
Using even smaller F (which can be easily achieved experimentally) is
therefore not meaningful due to the effects of contamination. The lower
limit reached here should be viewed as a general lower limit for impurity-
5At higher temperatures the adsorption of impurities on the sample becomes less effi-
cient so that for high-temperature experiments lower rates may be possible.
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of deposition rate F on distance R between evapo-
rator and sample. () Measured at constant filament resistance Rfil. Solid
line: Fit of inverse quadratic distance dependence.
free epitaxial growth under UHV conditions considering the extremely good
vacuum conditions present in this experimental series (PK < 7×10−12 during
the whole evaporation with the lowest rate of F = 4.6× 10−4 ML/s).
In the other extreme we were able to push the upper limit for model
experiments on the atomistic scale to higher rates: The laser-cut filament
described above was used in test experiments with F = 0.6 ML/s (Fig. 3.8).
The distance between sample and evaporator was in this case R = 0.8 cm.6
The maximum temperature of the filament was 2400 K, being thus in prin-
ciple not the highest temperature possible (Tmelt = 2739 K). Increasing the
filament temperature further, however, almost immediately leads to filament
breakdown due to high local temperatures at grain boundaries or cracks in
the brittle material. One option to circumvent this problem would be heat
treatment of the Ir foil prior to the cutting of the filament. The high temper-
atures needed to promote grain growth in this material make such a temper
process a difficult task which was not included in the present work.
Due to the high fragility and rather complicated fabrication of the laser-
cut filaments, but mostly because of the brittle material limiting the filament
temperature, we used the spiral filament bent out of Ir-wire (type C) for all
other experiments described in this work. The maximum rate attained with
6At such a close distance we are in the linear regime of Eq. 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Dependence of deposition rate F on filament resistance Rfil. ()
Measured at constant evaporator to sample distance R. Solid line: Fit of
exponential dependence.
this filament was F = 0.1 ML/s. The maximum temperature and minimum
distance employed in the experiments depicted in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 were not
applied simultaneously. Extrapolating these curves predicts F = 0.7 ML/s
in this case, i.e., we are in principle able to reach a higher rate than with
the filament type B due to the much higher temperature stability of the
wire, although in this experiment the distance between filament and sample
was R = 2.03 cm instead of R = 0.8 cm as for the experiment depicted in
Fig. 3.8. Extrapolating even further one should expect a maximum rate of
F ≈ 20 ML/s according to Eq. 3.2 if the wire filament would be used in the
minimum distance of R = 0.4 cm.
In standard operation we could thus vary the deposition rate by two orders
of magnitude without facing the problem of impurities. In the following
chapters this additional tool of rate variation will be used to experimentally
determine the size of the critical nucleus and to measure the rate dependence
of stacking-fault formation.
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Figure 3.8: STM topograph after deposition of Θ = 1.2 ML at a rate
of F = 0.6 ML/s and a sample temperature of T = 350 K, picture size
1800 A˚ × 1800 A˚. The experiment was performed at an early stage where
the sample preparation procedure was not already fully developed, causing
the rough structure of the underlying morphology.
3.4 The scanning tunneling microscope
The measurements were performed with a magnetic STM [36] based on the
inverted beetle design. This variable temperature STM can operate from the
lowest temperatures obtainable in this setup (T = 140 K) to a maximum
of T = 540 K. The STM was calibrated using pictures in atomic resolution.
It was operated in constant current mode, typical tunneling parameters are
tunneling voltage U = 0.6 V and current I = 1.0 nA. Almost all images are
obtained in the differential mode where the height signal is differentiated. To
the eye this appears as if the morphology is illuminated from the left.
Measurements of the vibrational spectrum following the method described
in Refs. [36, 37] showed that the lowest resonance mode (bending resonance)
of the microscope is shifted from 810 Hz to 1450 Hz by the use of magnetic
“feet” of the piezo legs and a magnetic sample holder, in accordance with the
behaviour of the “plug’n’play-STM” [36]. This should in principle improve
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the vibrational isolation of the STM from the surrounding.
A disadvantage of the magnetic STM is the high Q-factor of the system:
The magnetic “feet” provide a very stable contact between the microscope
head and the sample holder [38] so the damping of the oscillator is rather
weak. This leads to a high maximum of the amplitude transfer function
[36] near the resonance frequency. Without magnetic force, there is more
damping in the system, so the resonance amplitude is lower. For driving fre-
quencies well below the resonance frequency, the amplitude transfer function
for the magnetic STM can therefore be higher than for the non-magnetic
one. Additional damping of the magnetic STM was introduce to counter
this effect: Three leaf springs were mounted to the STM-head pressing viton
rings against each piezo leg.
A further drawback of the magnetic STM is the force that presses the
microscope on the sample holder. Movement of the STM-head is only possible
by applying rather high voltages to the piezos. Once the sticking is overcome,
the STM-head jumps over considerable distances, which limits the ability to
perform small and precise jumps. The strong advantages of the magnetic
STM (efficient vibration isolation in the head-sample assembly itself, imaging
of surfaces of large, arbitrarily shaped objects [36]) are thus cancelled by the
drawbacks mentioned above for the use in a vacuum system. In this case,
vibration isolation should preferentially be achieved via isolating the entire
experimental system against its surroundings, as it is done in the setup used.
3.5 Experimental procedure
Each experiment starts with the sample preparation. To achieve a clean and
smooth surface the sample was prepared by two cycles of 20 s annealing to
T = 1570 K and 30 min Xe-sputtering at T = 1120 K. The ion current
is measured using the Faraday cup (see Appendix A.3). This preparation
resulted in a clean surface with terraces of typically 1000 A˚ width7 with no
trace of impurities visible in the STM.8
After this preparation the cold-trap was filled with liquid nitrogen and
a layer of titanium was evaporated, leading to a pressure drop into the
10−11 mbar regime. The evaporator was outgassed 2 min without water
cooling at a temperature higher than that used in the experiment to remove
7Evaluation of the morphology was mostly performed on wider terraces of up to 3000
A˚ width.
8The fresh Ir samples were additionally sputtered some ten hours at high temperatures
(T ≈ 1100 K) in an atmosphere of 10−6 mbar oxygen. By this procedure the impurity
content was diminished, and a well ordered LEED pattern could be observed.
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adsorbates before the actual deposition. The chopper disk was manually
moved to the start position. The sample was again annealed for 20 s to
T = 1570 K in a position close to the evaporation position, but not di-
rectly in front of the chopper disk to prevent radiative heating of the disk
which would lead to desorption of adsorbates from it. Directly after heating,
the sample was positioned right in front of the evaporator. After it reaches
the preset deposition temperature, the operation of the evaporator with the
desired parameters is started. Immediately after deposition, the sample is
turned to the STM position, and the evaporator and the sample heating are
switched off. The sample cools down to room temperature; if it is cooled by
liquid nitrogen, the temperature drops down to the minimum temperature.
This quenching prevents changes in the sample morphology after the end of
the deposition. STM imaging typically starts about 5 min after the end of
the evaporation.
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Chapter 4
Nucleation on Ir(111)
The parameters of atomic processes (compare Fig. 2.6) are key elements in
understanding and predicting thin film growth. The island density after the
nucleation phase is determined by the mobility of adatoms and small clusters
and the binding energy of dimers, trimers, etc. This island density determines
the growth mode of the film (layer-by-layer vs. 3-D-growth) as well as the
resulting film morphology. The shape of adatom islands depends on the
energetics of processes along the island edges: If only a limited number of
processes are activated, fractal shapes evolve, if the mobility along the edge
is high, compact clusters form.
Experimental results were derived for several processes on a variety of
systems, using the complementary tools of direct investigation of atomic
processes by FIM and study of saturation island density by STM (compare
Eqs. 2.18, 2.19, 2.20). Both methods were shown to yield the same results for
the barrier against adatom diffusion Ed,1 [2]. These experimental results serve
as benchmarks to assess theoretical values obtained by ab initio calculations.
In this chapter the STM analysis of island density is applied to the system
Ir(111). The method is extended to yield also parameters of diffusion for
dimers. The most important result in this chapter is the dimer binding
energy. As indicated in Sec. 2.2.2 a scaling behavior is expected for this
quantity, namely, Eb,2 ∝ Ecoh. Such a behavior was until now not found
on fcc(111) surfaces. In contrast, there is a large scatter of Eb,2/Ecoh values
obtained using different experimental and theoretical methods. For instance,
ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations predict Eb,2 = 0.13−
0.17Ecoh for Al(111) [39, 40, 41], while FIM suggests Eb,2 = 0.045Ecoh for
Ir(111) [42].
We will show here that this scatter is largely due to systematic errors.
Based on the STM experiments on Ir(111) and Al(111) presented in this
work and revisited data for Pt(111) [2], we argue that Eb,2 indeed scales
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with Ecoh for these materials, thereby settling the existing controversy for
the value of Eb,2 between STM and FIM [2, 43, 44, 45] in favor of STM.
The scaling behavior is further corroborated by ab initio calculations for Ir.
Thus we establish a rule for the value of Eb,2 on fcc(111) metals pointing at
a universal physical behavior of these systems. This guideline can be used to
track down cases of special interest which do not fit to this rule. These cases
deserve a special analysis to pin down the roots of their deviating behavior.
4.1 Experimental results
Figure 4.1: STM-topographs of Ir(111) after evaporation of Θ = (0.13 ±
0.01) ML with F = (1.3±0.1)×10−2 ML/s at (a) T = 175 K, (b) T = 200 K,
(c) T = 250 K, (d) T = 300 K, (e) T = 375 K, (f) T = 500 K, (g) T = 550 K,
(h) T = 600 K. Picture size 1200 A˚ × 1200 A˚.
Figure 4.1 shows STM topographs of Ir(111) after deposition at increas-
ing temperature; the respective island density data are shown in Fig. 4.2.
In addition to the obvious decrease of island number density with temper-
ature, one can see a transition in island shape from fractal-dendritic at low
temperatures to a more compact, triangular form at high temperatures. The
island envelope consists of B-steps, as can be inferred from the orientation
of the crystal with respect to the STM, or, more directly, by comparison
with vacancy islands (which sometimes survive the last annealing step in
the sample preparation) with a known equilibrium shape [15]. Occasionally,
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some islands appear rotated by 180◦, which identifies them as stacking-fault
islands, i.e., the atoms in these islands are not located on fcc sites, but on
hcp sites. This issue will be addressed in Chapter 5. The adsorbates visible
in Fig. 4.1 (e) and (f) have not been present at the time of evaporation, but
were deposited later by the piezo arcing described in Sec. A.4.
Figure 4.2: Arrhenius representation of experimental island density nsat vs.
1/T for Ir(111) () obtained with a deposition rate F = (1.3 ± 0.1) ×
10−2 ML/s and a coverage Θ = (0.13 ± 0.01) ML. Full black lines: Best
linear fits to the data in the respective nucleation regimes (I: dimer sta-
ble (i∗ = 1) and immobile, II: dimer stable and mobile, III: trimer stable
(i∗ = 2)); dashed black lines: extrapolations of these fits. Triangles: Solu-
tion of the respective rate equations; down (∇) : parameters from FIM (see
Tab. 5.1, ν0,diss = kBT/h); up (4): same parameters but Eb,2 = 0.88 eV.
Circles (◦): nsat as obtained by kinetic Monte-Carlo Simulations [46]. The
vertical lines show the limiting temperatures of each regime according to
Ref. [23], see text.
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In the island density curve, three scaling regimes may be distinguished
(labeled I, II, and III), in which the data are fitted by linear regression in the
Arrhenius-plot (solid lines in Fig. 4.2): In regime I at low temperature, only
adatoms are mobile and dimers are stable. Application of Eq. 2.18 to the
fit yields the activation energy for adatom diffusion Ed,1 = (0.30± 0.01) eV
from the slope and the attempt frequency ν0,1 = 5× 1011±0.5 s−1 from the y–
axis intercept (all parameters determined in this chapter are summarized in
Tab. 4.1). Increasing temperature above T = 280 K leads to scaling regime II,
where dimers are still stable but mobile. With the knowledge of Ed,1 the slope
here yields the activation energy of dimer diffusion Ed,2 = (0.44 ± 0.05) eV
according to Eq. 2.20. Eventually, in regime III dimers are unstable, i.e.,
dissociate on the time scale relevant for nucleation, and trimers are the stable
nuclei. The slope in this regime yields Eb,2 = (0.9 ± 0.2) eV according to
Eq. 2.19, neglecting cluster diffusion, however.
The influence of impurities can be ruled out in this series: The back-
ground pressure during evaporation dropped from Pevap = 2× 10−10 mbar in
the beginning of the measurements to Pevap ≤ 7 × 10−12 mbar for the last
experiments of this series. The sequence of measurements was not ordered
with respect to temperature. If there would be an effect of impurities, one
would thus expect significant scatter in the island density data due to the
different evaporation pressures. However, such a scatter is completely absent.
The slope at high T has quite a large error and is certainly influenced by
cluster mobility. Therefore, we also employed the more robust transition tem-
perature method (Eq. 2.22). Here Tt = 562 K is the transition temperature
where the neighboring linear fits II and III intersect. Two values are derived
for Eb,2 as nothing is known a priori of ν0,diss: (a) assuming ν0,diss = ν0,1
resulting in Eb,2
a = 0.73 eV and (b) assuming ν0,diss = kBT/h resulting in
Eb,2
b = 0.88 eV. STM and FIM agree for Ed,1, ν0,1, and Ed,2, but disagree for
Eb,2.
We also measured the flux dependence of nsat. Fig. 4.3 shows the mor-
phology of the sample after deposition at 330 K with increasing evaporation
rate, the evaluation is given in Fig. 4.4 (recall the discussion in Sec. 3.3.5
for the distinction between “dirty” and “clean” growth). Following Eq. 2.17,
the slope of this curve should be i
∗
(i∗+2) (neglecting cluster diffusion). Scaling
behavior is indeed observed with an exponent 0.36± 0.02.
The value for i∗ obtained by the fit is consistent with dimer stability, for
which a value of 1/3 is expected. The self-consistency of our experiments is
illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 4.4 which plots Eq. 2.17 for i∗ = 1 and
the parameters obtained in the temperature variation experiments. In fact,
for the case of dimer diffusion influencing the island density, one expects
an exponent of 2/5, slightly larger than 1/3 (Eq. 2.20). Comparison with
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Figure 4.3: STM-topographs of Ir(111) after evaporation of Θ = (0.13 ±
0.01) ML at T = 330 K with (a) F = 1.5 × 10−3 ML/s, (b) F = 1.3 ×
10−2 ML/s, (c) F = 3.1×10−2 ML/s, and (d) F = 1.2×10−1 ML/s. Picture
size 2400 A˚ × 2400 A˚.
Fig. 4.2 shows that the rate variation experiment is indeed performed in the
transition regime between I (dimer immobile) and II (dimer mobile). The
result is inconsistent with dimer instability, for which a value of 1/2 should
result. This is illustrated by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 4.4 which is obtained
by fitting the data keeping the respective exponent fixed at 1/2. Thus, the
rate variation experiment also contradicts the FIM result for Eb,2.
Finally, we also performed DFT calculations for an Ir ad-dimer on Ir(111),
analogously to those reported for Pt(111) [2] (in this reference also the details
of the calculation are given).1 By using the local density approximation
(LDA) known to be more accurate for the 5d -transition metals than the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [57], we obtained Eb,2 = 0.73 eV
for the dimer binding energy in the favored hcp position, in good agreement
with the STM results but more than double the FIM value.
1These calculations were carried out by Peter J. Feibelman, Sandia National Labs.
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Figure 4.4: Saturation island density nsat on Ir(111) with increasing deposi-
tion rate F at a sample temperature of T = 330 K. The data points belong
to two regimes: “dirty” growth for low rates is influenced by impurities
whereas “clean” growth for high rates resembles the impurity-free system.
In the “clean” regime: Black line: best fit; dashed line: Equation 2.17 for
i∗ = 1 and the parameters obtained in the temperature variation experi-
ments; dash-dotted: Fit to the data using the exponent 1/2 as expected by
FIM (Tab. 4.1).
4.2 Discussion
As is apparent in Tab. 4.1, STM and FIM agree perfectly for Ed,1, ν0,1, and
Ed,2, within the limits of error. This nice agreement does also imply that
adatom-adatom interactions as reported, e.g., for Cu/Cu(111) [58], are rather
small (if at all present) for Ir/Ir(111): Significant interaction would lead to a
change in the saturation island density [59, 35]. The parameters determined
by the method of analysis applied here would then be different from the values
obtained by FIM, which is not affected by adatom-adatom interactions, since
for the case of adatom diffusion only one atom is present on the surface at
each instant. Thus we can largely rule out such interactions to be present on
Ir(111).
The two methods disagree strongly for Eb,2: The FIM value is only
0.31 eV, nearly three times smaller than the STM value of 0.88 eV, assuming
ν0,diss = kBT/h for both experiments. According to FIM, regime III of dimer
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instability should be entered already well below 300 K. The result obtained
by STM is corroborated by the flux-dependent result of i∗ = 1 for T = 330 K
and the DFT calculations.
Solving numerically the rate equations for nucleation (Eqs. 2.12, 2.13,
2.14) with the parameters obtained by FIM (including diffusion of clusters
up to size 7, see Tab. 5.1) and choosing ν0,diss = kBT/h gives the down tri-
angles in Fig. 4.2. Whereas for low temperatures we find good agreement
(the parallel shift is induced by the different values for ν0,1), the transition
from regime I to III comes much too early in this model, clearly deviating
from our experiments. Only by setting Eb,2 = 0.88 eV as obtained by STM
(up triangles) a good agreement between this mean-field approach and the
experiments is obtained, thus showing the self-consistency of our result for
the dimer binding energy.
Finally, setting up kinetic Monte-Carlo (kMC) simulations with the same
parameters2 (open circles in Fig. 4.2) agrees with both the experiments and
the solution of the rate equations. More details concerning the kMC are
given in Sec. 5.4.4.
The assignment of the respective nucleation regimes I, II, and III is in
agreement with the criteria presented in Tab. 2.1: Using the FIM values from
Tab. 4.1 to calculate D1 and D2 and the STM result and ν0,1 to calculated
νdiss,2 yields the conditions T < 375K for regime I, 375K < T < 615K for
regime II, and T > 615K for regime III. The limiting temperatures are shown
as vertical lines in Fig. 4.2.
We have now a reliable value for the dimer binding energy, so we can de-
termine the parameters Ek−nn and Enn introduced in the nn-model in Sec. 2.2.
Analogously to the system Pt(111) we chose Enn ≈ Eb,2 ≈ 0.8 eV, i.e., the
nearest-neighbor bond strength is given by the dimer binding energy. The
kinetic barrier Ekin can be deduced as Ek−nn ≈ 0.1 eV from the barrier for
adatom diffusion Ed,1 = 0.290 eV [47] (a 3→ 3 process) and from the barrier
against moving an atom from a corner to a step Ec−s = 0.38 eV [16] (a 4→ 5
process).3
2The Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed by Michael Mu¨ller and Karsten
Albe, Universita¨t Darmstadt.
3The simpler process of step adatom diffusion is not used here, since in the Pt/Pt(111)
case the energy barrier of this process shows the largest deviation from the nn-model [3].
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4.3 Experimental results on other fcc(111)
surfaces
The significance of the result for the dimer binding energy Eb,2 becomes clear
by taking into account values on other surfaces, namely, Al(111), Pt(111),
Rh(111), and Pd(111).
In our group we have performed a similar nucleation density study for
Al/Al(111) [60, 34]. Here the final evaluation of these experiments will be
discussed (see Refs. [61]). For this system, the situation is less clear cut (see
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). Experimentally the data at low T scatter a little more
and no clear distinction between regimes I and II is possible. Applying the
criteria from Tab. 2.1 using the DFT values for Ed,1 and Ed,2 and as a rough
estimate an attempt frequency ν0 = 5× 1011 Hz for both processes predicts
regime I for T < 65K for Ed,2 = 0.08 eV [50], so that dimer mobility is
active over the whole temperature range. Using the value of Ed,2 = 0.13 eV
[51] instead predicts regime I for T < 120K, i.e., the island densities at low
temperatures would be not influenced by dimer diffusion. Our measurements
do not allow to distinguish between both scenarios.
To keep the argumentation as simple as possible, in the following we
naively assume a stable immobile dimer up to the bend in the island density
curve at 200 K. The diffusion parameters resulting from this assumption are
shown in Tab. 4.1. A full discussion of the different scenarios is given in
Ref. [35].
Figure 4.5: STM-topographs of Al(111) after evaporation of Θ = 0.13 ML
with F = 7.2 × 10−3 ML/s at (a) T = 91 K, (b) T = 137 K, and (c)
T = 251 K. Picture size 1250 A˚ × 1250 A˚.
In contrast to work by other authors [62] we do not find extraordinarily
small attempt frequencies in this system. Adatom-adatom interactions in-
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Figure 4.6: Arrhenius representation of island density nsat vs. 1/T for Al(111)
(N) obtained with a deposition rate F = 7.2 × 10−3 ML/s and a coverage
Θ = 0.11 ML. Full black lines: Best linear fits to the data in the respective
nucleation regimes ((II): dimer stable and possibly mobile, III: trimer stable
(i∗ = 2)); dashed black lines: extrapolations of these fits.
troduced to explain the results of Ref. [62, 63, 59] are thus much weaker in
this system (if at all present) than assumed by these authors.
In the following, due to the experimental uncertainties discussed above,
we use the DFT value of 0.04 eV as an estimate for Ed,1. This value was inde-
pendently found by different authors. From the marked bend at 200 K, which
we then attribute to the transition between regimes II and III, and using the
transition temperature method, we obtain the two estimates Eb,2
a = 0.34 eV
and Eb,2
b = 0.37 eV.4
In Ref. [2] a data set for Pt(111) was published, similar in quality and
completeness to that presented here for Ir(111). Ed,1 and ν0,1 as well as
the newly derived value for Ed,2 [61] (see Tab. 4.1) again agree with the
corresponding FIM results to within the experimental error. However, Eb,2
is again nearly three times larger than the corresponding FIM binding energy.
In the literature, the dimer binding energy can be found for two more
fcc(111) surfaces: Both values were obtained by STM-studies of the nucle-
4Using the value obtained by our STM analysis, Ed,1 = 0.07 eV, instead would only
marginally change these results. The same is true if the possibility of dimer mobility is
taken into account [35].
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ation island density. For Rh(111) a value of Eb,2 = (0.6±0.4) eV is given [64].
For Pd(111) one can apply the transition temperature method to the data
published in Ref. [65], which leads to Ebb,2 ≈ 0.39 eV, using ν0,diss = kBT/h.
4.4 Comparison
To compare the results for Eb,2 for different systems a useful procedure is
to normalize this values with the respective cohesive energies [20]. Then
it becomes obvious (Tab. 4.1) that Eb,2
a = (0.11 ± 0.01)Ecoh. Using the
unbiased value ν0,diss = kBT/h increases the scatter slightly but Eb,2
b still
scales quite well and is between 0.11 and 0.13 Ecoh. The values taken from
experiments performed by other groups for Rh(111) and Pd(111) also fall in
this scheme.
Figure 4.7: Rescaled island densities n for Ir(111) (), Pt(111) (•), and
Al(111) (N) showing the universal behavior of the island density. Vertical
line at Eb,2 = 0.11Ecoh.
Our STM island density analysis thus implies that details of the Ir, Al,
and Pt electronic structures little affect what fraction of Ecoh binds dimer
atoms to each other. In fact, a universal temperature-dependence of nsat
emerges when the x–axis in the island density plot for each material is
rescaled by
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α =
[
ln
(ν0nt
F
)
− Ed,1
kBT
]−1
, (4.1)
leading to
αEcoh
kBTt
=
Ecoh
Eb,2
a . (4.2)
Figure 4.7 shows, that all three data sets then fall on a universal curve,
which bends down at approximately the same island density nt and
αEcoh
kBT
≈ 9,
i.e., when Eb,2 ≈ 0.11Ecoh.
This finding is further corroborated by ab initio calculations: The LDA
value for Ir(111) is in good agreement with the STM experiments, although
the exact numerical agreement with Eb,2
a is certainly fortuitous. For Pt(111),
the LDA yields Eb,2 smaller by more than 0.1 eV (20%) compared to STM.
The LDA values for Eb,2 on Al(111) are clearly much too large. The GGA
result, however, exceeds the STM value by 20%, comparable to the error for
Pt (though in the opposite direction).
Thus, DFT binding energies differ by ±20% from our STM studies and
scale less well. This discrepancy is small, however, compared to the disagree-
ment of more than a factor of two between FIM values of Eb,2 and all other
calculations and measurements for Ir and Pt(111) (see Tab. 4.1).
4.5 Dissociation on terrace vs. dissociation
at steps
An explanation for the discrepancy between FIM and STM regarding the
dimer binding energy Eb,2 was proposed in Ref. [2] studying ad-dimer binding
energy on Pt(111). It was pointed out that FIM probably measures dimer
dissociation at step edges, where it is facile, rather than on the terrace,
where it necessitates much higher activation energies (see also Ref. [43, 44]).
This is likely, since the ad-dimers are highly mobile at their temperature of
“dissociation”, and thus frequently encounter the edge of a FIM apex plane
with a typical radius of only 15-20 nearest-neighbors.
However, Wang and Ehrlich argue otherwise [45], on the basis of dimer
dissociation products observed on and around the apex plane of an Ir(111)
FIM tip (Fig. 4.8 (a)). They claim that they can distinguish between dimer
dissociation at the step and on the terrace, and that both processes happen
on Ir(111) at T = 250 K.
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Figure 4.8: FIM-measurements on Ir dimer dissociation at a step on Ir(111).
(a) Image of bare Ir(111) plane, (b) plane with dimer (bright protusion),
(c)-(d) on repeated heating to T = 250 K, the dimer is observed to diffuse on
the plane, until in (e) it reaches the step edge from above. After one more
heating cycle (e)-(f) two adjacent atoms indicated by an arrow are visible,
incorporated into the step. From Ref. [45].
Figure 4.8 shows a dissociation event at the step. Upon heating to T =
250 K, dimer diffusion can be observed (Fig. 4.8 (b)-(d)). In this particular
system, adatoms and dimers are trapped on top of the step edge [66]; once
trapped, they are never observed to leave the step edge or to diffuse along
it, but stick to it in the position of the first encounter. This happens for the
dimer in Fig. 4.8 (e). After one more heating cycle, the dimer dissociated at
the step, the two adatoms formed jumped down and are now incorporated
into the step (Fig. 4.8 (f)) directly below the previous position of the dimer
at the edge. Since single adatoms are trapped on top of the step at the
temperature under concern, Wang and Ehrlich propose a geometry equivalent
to Fig. 4.8 to be the only possible outcome once a dimer is attached to the
step edge.
In this sense, Wang and Ehrlich contend that if, following a dimer dissoci-
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ation event the two adatom partners are found far apart at the step bottom,
the dissociation must have occurred on the terrace. Had it taken place at
the step, the partners would have been found adjacent to each other at the
step bottom as in Fig. 4.8 (f). An apparent dimer dissociation event on the
terrace is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: FIM-measurements on apparent dissociation of an Ir-dimer on
the Ir(111) plane at 250 K. (a) Dimer in the center of the plane. (b) After
one heating interval at T = 250 K, the dimer has moved. (c) A single atom
is visible at the step edge after heating to T = 250 K (see arrow). (d) After
this atom is removed, the other part of the dimer becomes visible (see arrow)
incorporated into the step far away from the first atom. From Ref. [45].
Since they saw not only paired adatoms at the step bottom (indicative
of dimer dissociation at the step edge), but also a large fraction of widely
separated adatoms at the step bottom following dimer dissociation at 250K,
Wang and Ehrlich concluded that dissociation on the terrace is facile, and
that their earlier deduction of an 0.31 eV dimer binding energy was largely
correct.
This conclusion seriously conflicts with our STM results and the LDA cal-
culations. As noted above, the LDA value of Eb,2 is 0.73 eV, which, together
with Boisvert et al.’s Ed,1 = 0.24 eV implies an LDA dissociation barrier of
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0.97 eV. This is much larger than the activation energies, 0.33 eV and 0.35 eV,
we estimate for dimer dissociation at the two types (A-type and B-type) of
dense-packed steps on the basis of calculations similar to those we reported
for Pt. Wang and Ehrlich say that dissociation at steps and on terraces are
both facile at 250K. LDA and STM measurements imply that only dissoci-
ation at steps can be, but in this case the FIM is not supposed to observe
separated adatoms incorporated into the step.
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Figure 4.10: Minimum energy path for dimer dissociation on Ir(111) at a kink
position of a {100}-microfacetted step. The dissociation process proceeds
by concerted motion of dimer and step atoms. The intermediate minimum
corresponds to the step edge atom in an hcp site. The barrier amounts to
0.30 eV and the process is exothermic by about 1.2 eV.. From Ref. [61].
One way out of the quandary is to consider the atomic step edge structure
of a FIM apex plane. It not only consists of dense-packed steps but also a
large number of kinks, as seen e.g in Fig. 4.8 (a). For dimers at kinks we
calculate small dissociation barrier values as well. An example is shown in
Fig. 4.10, where a dimer dissociates from the initial hcp position at a kink of
a {100}-microfacetted step with the calculated activation energy of 0.30 eV.
Taking into account that the dimer in the initial state configuration is dis-
favored by 0.07 eV compared to an hcp terrace dimer, an effective activation
energy of about 0.37 eV results from our calculations, similar to the values at
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the straight steps. However, contrary to the situation at the straight steps,
the dissociation process at a kink creates a terrace adatom, which is not lo-
cated at the step, but one lattice row behind it. Therefore the adatom is not
subject to step edge trapping. It may diffuse on the apex plane terrace and
finally incorporate into the step far away. Thus dimer dissociation at kinks
is likely to explain the post dissociation pattern, which Wang and Ehrlich
attributed to terrace dissociation events.
Also the dissociation barriers for larger clusters on Ir(111) observed in
FIM [67] are surprisingly close to the respective diffusion barriers. One can
speculate that a similar mechanism as described above may be operative
here, leading to apparent dissociation at temperatures slightly above the
onset of diffusion, whereas in reality the cluster might move to the step and
dissociate there. Our STM measurements show no hint of trimer dissociation
up to 750 K, whereas Ref. [67] proposes dissociation of clusters up to size
13 to be active at this temperature. In conclusion the dissociation barriers
of clusters on Ir(111) as given by Wang and Ehrlich are most probably in
error and should be disregarded. This error of FIM leaves STM as the only
method to determine the binding energy of ad-dimers in cases, where the
resulting fragments leave the FIM tip apex. On the other hand, there are
also systems where the adatoms are kept on the apex by a high barrier
against downward diffusion across the step (Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier). For
example, for W/W(110) (the close-packed surface of an bcc crystal), it was
possible to observe ad-dimers as well as adatoms at the same temperature
and hence to determine Eb,2 [68].
4.6 Summary
The atomic parameters for monomer and dimer diffusion have been deter-
mined for Ir(111) in very good agreement with values obtained by FIM.
Furthermore, the method of analyzing the saturation island density was suc-
cessfully employed for the Al/Al(111) system.
The most important finding of this chapter is that the dimer binding
energy Eb,2 scales with Ecoh for three fcc(111) surfaces, which implies that
details of the Ir, Al, and Pt electronic structures little affect what fraction
of Ecoh binds dimer atoms to each other. The DFT result for Ir(111) shows
good agreement with the value obtained by STM, while the results for Pt and
Al scatter around the experimental values by about 20% or more. The FIM
values for Eb,2, lower by at least a factor of two than those obtained with
the other approaches, appear to be due to enhanced ad-dimer dissociation
probabilities at the steps and kinks of the FIM apex plane as clarified by our
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DFT calculations. Since this effect is likely to explain the surprisingly low
dissociation barriers also for larger clusters found in FIM [67], these values
should not be used as parameters describing the behavior of free entities on
terraces.
For Eb,2 on fcc(111) only two more estimates exist: For Rh(111) Eb,2 =
0.10 ± 0.07 Ecoh [64] and application of the transition temperature method
to the data for Pd(111) [65] yields Eb,2
b = 0.10Ecoh. It is thus plausible that
the relation Eb,2 ≈ 0.11Ecoh is a suitable guide to estimate Eb,2 on other
fcc(111) metal surfaces as well.
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Chapter 5
Stacking-fault islands on
Ir(111)
Epitaxial growth takes place between two extreme cases: Equilibrium growth
and statistical deposition. In equilibrium growth (approximated in experi-
ments with a low deposition rate F or a high sample temperature T ) every
atom has enough time to probe the potential energy surface of the substrate
for energetic minima and will adopt the state with the lowest energy.1 A
defect-free film with the lowest possible potential energy results.
On the other hand, if statistical growth is present (approximated by high
F or low T ), every incoming atom is immediately stabilized by the surround-
ing atoms that are deposited directly afterwards. In this growth regime far
from equilibrium atoms are thus trapped in metastable positions, and an
amorphous film results.
In reality, growth takes place between these two extremes. The transition
from order to disorder can be regarded as the introduction of more and more
individual defects. One of the most important defects for the growth on
fcc(111) is the stacking-fault, where atoms get trapped in hcp sites and areas
of a metastable phase in an energetically disfavored stacking form (recall also
Sec. 2.1).
In this chapter the formation of stacking-faults in the system Ir(111) is
studied in dependence on growth temperature and growth rate. These mea-
surements enable an atomistic understanding of the fault formation mecha-
nism. Before describing the respective experiments in detail, the next section
reviews existing measurements.
1Crystal growth from the melt or from solution usually proceeds close to equilibrium.
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5.1 Overview
Figure 5.1: Growth of Θ = 0.2 ML Ag on Ag(111) at T = 300 K with F =
2.5 × 10−2 ML/s studied by Au decoration. The dark material (decorating
Au) reveals the step edges on the Ag. In addition, Au islands nucleate on
the Ag terraces (marked A) and on the Ag islands (marked B1, B2). From
Ref. [69].
Stacking-fault formation during homoepitaxy has been analyzed on sev-
eral surfaces with a variety of methods. An early, elegant study identifying
stacking-fault islands by decoration with triangular islands was performed
by Meinel et al. [69] for Ag/Ag(111) using transmission electron microscopy.
Figure 5.1 shows nucleation of Ag islands on Ag(111). The hexagonal shape
of the Ag islands is clearly visible. Under the conditions applied, triangular
Au islands form on Ag(111), thus revealing the stacking of the Ag islands
due to the asymmetry of the Au-islands on top of the hcp and fcc Ag-islands
(Fig. 2.1, note the rotation of decorating triangular islands “B1” and “B2” in
Fig. 5.1). Later, the different stacking types could be identified by low energy
electron microscopy [70]. A study using x-ray scattering [71] implies that in
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this system the stacking-faults nucleate heterogeneously, i.e., at defects or
impurities on the original surface.
Another example is Cu/Cu(111) where the temperature dependence of
stacking-fault nucleation was studied using surface x-ray diffraction [72].
Here again heterogeneous nucleation was observed [73], and recently the for-
mation of the stacking-faults in this system was attributed to strain on the
surface [74].
A stacking-fault cannot always be called a “fault”, since there are several
systems where the wrong stacking (i.e., the stacking sequence that is not the
one with the lowest potential energy) has desirable properties. The most
prominent examples are magnetic multilayers (Co/Cu(111), Fe/Cu(111)).
The equilibrium structure of Co is hcp, whereas fcc Co has superior magnetic
properties. A lot of work has therefore been devoted to the problem of
growing fcc Co-layers on Cu(111) (e.g. Refs. [75, 76, 77]).2 Solving this task
will also benefit from detailed atomistic understanding of the formation of
stacking-faults.
In summary, not even for the most simple case of stacking-fault forma-
tion, namely, homoepitaxy on a close-packed metal surface, a concise pic-
ture of stacking-fault nucleation can be extracted from the literature due to
the problem of impurities, partly contradicting results, and an overall small
variation of growth parameters studied. In this chapter a kinetic model of
stacking-fault nucleation in the model system Ir/Ir(111) is presented, which
quantitatively reproduces an extended data set for fault island probability
in dependence of deposition temperature T and flux F . The model has no
adjustment parameters and uses as input data only the accurate field ion mi-
croscopy (FIM) data on Ir cluster diffusion on Ir(111) by Wang and Ehrlich
[47, 67, 78, 79]. The present study is therefore a powerful demonstration
that mesoscopic growth phenomena may be quantitatively understood on
the basis of the present knowledge on atomistic processes.
5.2 Experimental results
Two typical STM-topographs showing stacking-fault formation are presented
in Fig. 5.2 (a) and (b). Under a wide range of temperature and flux conditions
islands with a triangular envelope (indicated by the triangles in Fig. 5.2 (a)
and (b)) grow on Ir(111). The growth kinetics enforcing this triangular island
envelope formed by B-steps may be traced back to an energetic preference of
B-steps on Ir(111) (see Sec. 2.1.3). For a faulted island the requirement for
2In this case the fcc structure can be regarded as an hcp structure with a twin fault in
every layer.
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Figure 5.2: STM topographs of stacking-fault islands after deposition of
Θ = 0.13 ML with F = 1.3 × 10−2 ML/s. (a) T = 300 K, picture size 1440
A˚× 1440 A˚, (Phcp/Pfcc) = 0.36 ± 0.03. (b) T = 600 K, picture size 2500
A˚× 2500 A˚, (Phcp/Pfcc) ≈ 0.03. Red (blue) triangle marks stacking-fault
(regular) island.
such an island shape causes an apparent island rotation of 180◦, allowing its
straightforward identification (recall Fig. 2.1). Atomically resolved images
exhibiting adjacent faulted and unfaulted areas confirm the attribution of
island rotation to stacking-fault occurrence, see Sec. 6.2.
The stacking-fault probability was measured in dependence on sample
temperature T and deposition rate F (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4): All islands on
sufficiently large terraces are collected into one of three categories (hcp, fcc,
irregular) and counted separately (Nhcp, Nfcc, Nirreg). To rule out step effects,
counting stopped approximately 2l in front of steps, with l the typical island
distance (l ≈ √1/nsat). Islands exhibiting a triangular envelope with three
well developed corners, or a truncated triangular envelope with two such cor-
ners are counted according to their orientation as fcc-islands or hcp-islands,
all others (typically below 5%) as irregular.3 Assuming that the distribution
of irregular islands between fcc and hcp islands is the same as for regular ones,
the relative stacking-fault probability is given as (Phcp/Pfcc) = Nfcc/Nhcp,
with Pfcc = Nfcc/Ntotal and Phcp = Nhcp/Ntotal the probability of finding an
island in an hcp or fcc position.
In Fig. 5.3 one can see that for the lowest investigated temperatures hcp-
3These irregular islands are of course either fcc or hcp islands.
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Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of relative stacking-fault probability
(Pfcc/Phcp) as measured in experiment (); red line: atomistic model of
the effect; blue line: solution of rate equations; open circles (◦): kinetic
Monte-Carlo simulation, both using parameters derived by FIM; dashed lines:
equilibrium distributions of small clusters (see labels) extrapolated from FIM
measurements, see Tab. 5.1.
islands are even the majority species. Here the error bars are quite large
because of the high amount of irregular islands. Increasing T leads to a
decrease of (Phcp/Pfcc) with temperature. For high temperatures, the error
bars again become quite large. This is due to bad statistics; only few islands
can be counted because of the finite terrace width. For temperatures above
600 K, no hcp-islands are observed. The error bar in this case gives the
upper limit (Phcp/Pfcc) < 1/Nhcp. In the temperature range of the experiments
(Phcp/Pfcc) varies over two orders of magnitude. For the atomistic model of
stacking-fault formation (red lines in Fig. 5.3) see below.
The relative stacking-fault probability (Phcp/Pfcc) also depends on the
deposition rate F (see Fig. 5.4). Here the data shows some scatter, but
the general trend of increasing (Phcp/Pfcc) with increasing rate F is clearly
visible. Both figures also contain the data of different models introduced
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Figure 5.4: Rate dependence of the relative stacking-fault probability
(Phcp/Pfcc) at 330 K () and solution of rate equations (4) using parameters
derived by FIM.
in order to explain the effect of stacking-fault formation. These models are
detailed below.
5.3 Model of stacking-fault formation
An entire stacking-fault layer on Ir(111) has an excess energy of about
0.08 eV/atom compared to a regular layer [80]. The large hcp-islands formed
are thus evidently metastable. We propose here a kinetic model for their
formation based on small mobile clusters (Fig. 5.5).
5.3.1 Example: mobile dimers / immobile trimers
Without loss of generality, we assume a temperature regime where monomers
and dimers are mobile, but larger clusters are immobile at the timescale of the
experiment.4 Upon diffusion the dimers visit fcc and hcp sites alternatingly,
4As a first approximation one can assume the mobility of clusters to decrease with
increasing size (Tab. 5.1).
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so if the mobility of dimers is sufficiently high (see below), we can assume
the whole ensemble of dimers on the surface to be distributed among the in-
equivalent binding sites according to a Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 2.1), i.e.,
the dimer ensemble is in thermal equilibrium. The energy difference between
these sites is small (Tab. 5.1), so a significant fraction of dimers occupies
hcp sites. By addition of one more adatom a dimer becomes immobile at
the temperature under consideration. The resulting trimer cannot jump be-
tween fcc and hcp and has thus to stay in the stacking sequence it had when
it was formed. Therefore, the distribution of trimers reflects the equilibrium
distribution of dimers over the two possible sites. All successively incoming
adatoms have to adopt the present stacking sequence, until finally large is-
lands evolve which are only metastable in the disfavored hcp stacking. Of
course, for higher temperatures also larger clusters will become mobile, so
that always the equilibrium distribution of the largest mobile cluster governs
the distribution of the islands.
Figure 5.5: Atomistic model of stacking-fault nucleation, see text.
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5.3.2 Generalization of the model
The model illustrated above is now extended to the general case: The clus-
ters are divided into two classes: Mobile ones with a size i ≤ i†, i.e., i† the
largest mobile cluster, and immobile clusters with i > i†. The distinction be-
tween mobile and immobile clusters can be filled with more physical content
by looking at two different timescales: The time τ+1 that lies between two
successive additions of atoms to a cluster, and the time τd,i that an ensemble
of clusters of size i needs to equilibrate between fcc and hcp positions. The
distinction can now be formulated as:
Mobility: τ+1 > τd,i
Immobility: τ+1 < τd,i.
There will be a transition in the size of the largest mobile cluster i† for
τ+1 = τd,i because τd,i decreases much faster with temperature than τ+1.
For a first approximation of τd,i it is sufficient to look at the slower process
of jumps from hcp to fcc and vice versa. Since this process is then also the
rate-limiting step in overall cluster diffusion, one can approximate
τd,i ≈ a
2
nn
4Di
, (5.1)
with Di the diffusion coefficient of a cluster of size i and ann the nearest-
neighbor distance. The derivation of this approximation is contained in the
next section.
The time τ+1 can be estimated by the time needed to deposit an atom
in the vicinity of the cluster. Assuming for simplicity that at all times the
cluster density is given by the saturation island density nsat, the capture area
of a cluster is just 1/nsat. Deposition into this area takes place with a rate F ,
so
τ+1 =
nsat
F
. (5.2)
Now we can apply the mobility criterion τd,i = τ+1 to obtain the transition
temperature Tt,i at which the cluster of size i becomes the largest mobile
cluster i† by using the values given in Tab. 5.1 and the experimental data
for nsat depicted in Fig. 4.2. The results are shown in Tab. 5.1. Note that
the trimer becomes mobile later than the tetramer, thus playing a minor
role in the nucleation of the stacking-faults. This is due to the existence
of an easy diffusion mechanism for tetramers. In this zigzag motion the
tetramer diffuses by shearing its dimer pairs against each other. This effect
was experimentally observed for Ir(111) [67] and predicted to be a general
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trend for fcc(111) by ab initio calculations [41]. Also the hexamer becomes
mobile later than the heptamer. This is explained by the unusually high
prefactor for diffusion of the compact heptamer [47, 81].
In the next section the approximations leading to Eq. 5.1 are explained
in detail. The development of the model is continued in Sec. 5.3.4.
5.3.3 Timescale of equilibration τd,i
An obvious way to group all possible diffusion processes is to require that
each process j starts and ends in an equivalent stacking geometry. Due to the
presence of the two non-equivalent adsorption sites on fcc(111) this implies
that each diffusion event is subdivided into two half-steps. At each half-
step a change of stacking occurs, since these sites are visited alternatingly in
diffusion (see Fig. 5.6). For such processes the relation between the diffusion
coefficient and the rates of the respective processes is given by Ref. [78] as
Dj =
νhj d
2
j
4
(
1 + νhj/νfj
) , (5.3)
where νfj is the jump rate from an fcc to an hcp site, ν
h
j is the jump rate
from an hcp to an fcc site, and dj is the respective jump width.
5
Equation 5.3 can be simplified if one defines a rate νsimpj as
1
νsimpj
=
1
νhj
+
1
νfj
, (5.4)
leading to
Dj =
1
4
νsimpj d
2
j . (5.5)
For three special cases the rate νsimpj can be explicitly given as:
νsimpj = ν
h
j for ν
f
j  νhj
νsimpj =
1
2
νhj for ν
f
j = ν
h
νsimpj = ν
f
j for ν
f
j  νhj .
(5.6)
This is of course what one should expect: In the extreme case of one rate-
limiting slow process, the contribution of the fast process can be neglected
and we get the result for the simple one-state diffusion process. If the two
5There is an extra factor of 1/2 compared to Ref. [78] because Eq. 5.3 is valid in two
dimensions.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic potential energy contour (solid line) for a two-step
diffusion process and its effective potential energy diagram (dashed line).
inequivalent sites are populated with equal probability, the diffusion is slowed
down by a factor of two.
If one defines νh↔fj = min{νfj , νhj } as the rate-limiting process in diffusion
and approximates dj ≈ ann,6 the first part of Eq. 2.10 can be written as:
D =
1
4
∑
j
νjd
2
j
≈ 1
4
∑
j
νh↔fj a
2
nn
=
1
4
νh↔fa2nn,
where νh↔f =
∑
j ν
h↔f
j is the overall rate of the rate-limiting stacking-
changing processes.
The first step has a maximum deviation of a factor two (compare Eqs. 5.6)
in the rates which is compensated to some extent by the second approxima-
tion dj ≈ ann. The best approximation is thus for the rate-limiting exchange
between fcc and hcp:
6In other than simple translatory processes one can indeed find dj < ann, but this
approximation introduces only a small error.
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ν0,i (Hz) Ed,i (eV)
fcc → hcp 8.08× 1.43±1 × 1011 0.270 ± 0.003
hcp → fcc 1.72× 1.43±1 × 1012 0.293 ± 0.003
Table 5.2: Attempt frequencies ν0 and energy barriers ED for the jump of
an adatom from an fcc site to the neighboring hcp site and vice versa (from
Ref. [79]).
νh↔f ≈ 4D
a2nn
= ν0e
−Ed/kBT , (5.7)
i.e., the effective barrier for diffusion Ed is used as the barrier for the
rate-limiting stacking-changing process. The accuracy of this approximation
is discussed below for the case of the dimer.
In simple cases one can directly measure the different rates νf and νh
as it was performed for monomers on Ir(111) [78]: With measuring ν and
(Phcp/Pfcc) independently, it is possible to deduce the rates ν
f and νh of the
two processes using the concept of detailed balance: In a system in thermal
equilibrium, the total number of jumps from hcp to fcc must be equal to the
reverse process.
Pfccν
f = Phcpν
h, (5.8)
and therefore
νf
νh
=
Phcp
Pfcc
= e∆F/kBT . (5.9)
This leads to:
D =
νha2nn
4 (1 + (Phcp/Pfcc))
. (5.10)
In the respective temperature regime, the rates νf and νh can be fitted by
Arrhenius-laws (compare Eq. 2.2) to yield the parameters given in Tab. 5.2.7
These measurements provide also a unique method to test transition state
theory: According to Eq. 2.4 one expects for the ratio of the attempt fre-
quencies
7The values differ from those given in Ref. [78] due to the fact that the temperature cal-
ibration in the respective experiments was improved in the meantime (compare Ref. [48]).
The corrected values as given by Ref. [79] will be used here and later on.
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νh0
νf0
= e
∆S/kB , (5.11)
because the entropy of the saddle position SS is the same for both pro-
cesses (the atoms go over the same saddle). The experimental ratio (compare
Tab. 5.2) is νf0/ν
h
0 = 0.47 whereas applying the above equation with the mea-
sured ∆S = 0.64kB (see Tab. 5.1) gives ν
f
0/ν
h
0 = 0.53, which is in reasonable
agreement with experiment.
For the dimer also some details on specific processes are known. Several
diffusion mechanisms exist (see Fig. 2.8): Jumps that increase the separation
between the two atoms in the dimer to
√
4/3 ann lead to an intracell diffusion
of the dimer, whereas jumps with a separation of
√
7/3 ann are needed to
perform intercell translation (compare Ref. [67]).
The jump width of the center of mass of the dimer for an intercell jump
is d1 =
√
1/3 ann, for an intracell translation the same (d2 =
√
1/3 ann), for an
intracell rotation without change of stacking sequence d3 = 1/2 ann, and for
an intracell rotation with change of stacking sequence d4 =
√
1/12 ann.
The experiments performed by Wang and Ehrlich at a fixed temperature
[78] imply that the rates νj of these processes are roughly equal.
8 Since
there are four independent processes, one can assume νj = 1/4ν0,2 and obtain
together with the dj from above by application of Eq. 2.10:
D =
1
16
ν0,2
[
1
3
+
1
3
+
1
4
+
1
12
]
a2nn =
1
16
ν0,2a
2
nn. (5.12)
The effective attempt frequency for dimer diffusion can thus be computed
from D0 = 1.9 · 2.2±1 · 1010 sitess [78] as ν0,2 = 2.6 · 2.2±1 · 1011 Hz.
Only 3/4 of the processes mentioned above lead to a change in the stacking
sequence, so the rate for the change of stacking sequence is νh↔f2 = 2.0 ·2.2±1 ·
1011 Hz.
The dimer is the only cluster, for which the statistics in Ref. [78] allow
such an approximation of νh↔f . However, the simple approximation of Eq. 5.7
yields for the dimer νh↔f2 ≈ 6.5 · 2.2±1 · 1010 Hz, i.e., it is underestimated by
a factor of 3, which is acceptable in view of the error factor 2.2±1 of the
measurement attempt frequencies.9
The effective energy barrier for diffusion was measured as Ed,2 = (0.43±
0.01) eV [67]. The energy barriers for the different processes were also cal-
culated by ab initio methods in Ref. [82]. If one uses the resulting effective
8Because ∆Eb,2 is very small, it is not necessary to make a difference between processes
starting on an fcc or on a hcp site.
9The model where these rates are used is rather robust with variation of νh↔f .
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diffusion barrier to reproduce the experimental results of Ref. [67] (setting
the attempt frequencies equal), the results deviate by orders of magnitude. A
possible explanation is that in the calculation the dimer is treated as a rigid
dumbbell, whereas experiments suggest that diffusion takes place by consec-
utive jumps of the individual cluster atoms [67] (“breathing” diffusion). The
assumption of a rigid entity should therefore be rejected.
5.3.4 Equilibrium distribution of clusters
An ensemble of clusters of size i can equilibrate between fcc and hcp at a
temperature T > Tt,i, i.e., they are distributed between fcc and hcp according
to the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 2.1) for this cluster size if the respective
clusters are mobile. A lot of information on the equilibrium distribution for
clusters on Ir(111) was obtained by FIM and is summed up in this section.
For monomers, the distribution is known in much detail: By carefully
measuring the temperature dependence of the distribution of monomers
between fcc and hcp sites, the binding energy and entropy difference for
monomers (compare 2.1) could be derived as: ∆Eb,1 = (0.0217± 0.0015) eV
and ∆Sb,1 = (0.64 ± 0.17)kB [78]. Chang et al. [83] used the embedded-
atom method to calculate ∆Eb,1 = 0.0001 eV, thus clearly deviating from
the highly reliable experiment.
For larger clusters, ∆Eb,i and ∆Si are not known separately, since no
temperature dependent measurements were performed. From the available
FIM data for dimers, trimers, and tetramers (one measurement at Tm), one
can rather give a value for ∆F (Tm). This quantity is shown in Tab. 5.1.
∆F depends on temperature since ∆F (T ) = ∆E−T∆S(T ) (the entropy
being in general temperature dependent). Nevertheless, for the approxima-
tions in this work, the temperature dependence of ∆F (T ) can be neglected
and one can use ∆F (T ) = ∆F (Tm) for all temperatures. For larger clusters
than the tetramer, where no measurements are available, one has to intro-
duce a further simplification and neglect entropy at all. Then it is possible
to obtain the respective values by interpolation. We thus use three levels of
sophistication to determine ∆F (T ):
∆Fi(T ) = ∆Eb,i − T∆Si for i = 1 (5.13)
∆Fi(T ) = ∆Fi(Tm) for 1 < i ≤ 4 (5.14)
∆Fi(T ) = ∆Eb,i for i > 4 (5.15)
The values that enter the model are summarized in Tab. 5.1. The applica-
tion of the model is described further below in Sec. 5.3.6, the approximations
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involved in obtaining the necessary parameters as well as the errors intro-
duced by this method are described in the next section.
5.3.5 Determination of ∆F
For dimers, trimers, and tetramers, there is only one measurement of ∆F (T ).
It is therefore necessary to make some assumption about the temperature
dependence of this quantity. Since ∆F (T ) = ∆Eb−T∆S(T ), it is instructive
to look in detail on the temperature dependence of ∆S(T ): The entropy arises
from vibrations of the adsorbed atom around its equilibrium position. In the
simplest approximation and for not too high temperatures one can treat
the adatoms as harmonic oscillators. The entropy of a quantum mechanic
harmonic oscillator is given as
S =
~ω/T
e~ω/kBT − 1 − kB ln
(
1− e~ω/kBT ) , (5.16)
with ~ = h/2pi and ω the frequency of the oscillator. The vibration fre-
quency ω of an adsorbed adatom can be identified with the attempt frequency
of diffusion out of this adsorption site, ω = 2piν0.
For kBT  ~ω this leads to
S = kB ln
(
kBT
~ω
)
. (5.17)
As an example, the condition kBT  ~ω for the case of the monomer
in the hcp position (where it has a rather high frequency) is fulfilled for
T  80 K.
In this high temperature regime ∆S becomes independent of temperature,
since
∆S = Sf − Sh
= kB ln
(
kBT
~ωf
)
− kB ln
(
kBT
~ωh
)
(5.18)
= kB ln
(
ωh
ωf
)
.
In the system under consideration we have νf0 ≈ νh0 (see Tab. 5.2), and
thus ωf ≈ ωh. As a consequence Eq. 5.18 is valid even if kBT / ~ω. As an
example, for hcp and fcc monomers we find ∆S(10 K) = 0.9kB ln(ω
h/ωf).
It is instructive to illustrate the consequences of the approximations in-
troduced above. Since for the monomer ∆Eb and ∆S are known, one can
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evaluate ∆F by all three methods given in Eqs. 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15. Equa-
tion 5.14 leads to ∆F = ∆F (106 K) = 0.016 eV. Figure 5.7 compares the
equilibrium distributions of the monomer obtained by the three different re-
sults for ∆F .
Figure 5.7: Different approximations for (Phcp/Pfcc) in the case of the
monomer: Solid line: exact Boltzmann distribution using Eq. 5.13; dashed
line: neglecting the temperature dependence of ∆F (Eq. 5.14); dotted line:
neglecting entropy (Eq. 5.15).
It is clearly visible, that Eq. 5.14 (dashed line) leads to a better approxi-
mation of the Boltzmann distribution (solid line) than Eq. 5.15 (dotted line),
especially for T ≈ Tm. The maximum deviation from the exact distribution
in the temperature range of our experiments is 1.7 using Eq. 5.14 and 1.9 us-
ing Eq. 5.15. It is thus justified to assume that the approximations discussed
above introduce at maximum a deviation of a factor of two also for larger
clusters. One can expect the error to be especially small at the temperatures
where the mobility of the respective clusters sets in, as Tm,i ≈ Tt,i. In this
work it is therefore justified to neglect the temperature dependence of ∆S
completely.
Measurements for ∆F (Tm) are only available up to the tetramer. For
larger clusters, the equilibrium distributions can only be obtained by inter-
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Figure 5.8: Difference in binding energy ∆Eb,i per atom for different cluster
sizes i as derived from Refs. [67, 78, 84]. Note that the value for i = 7 is only
an upper limit. Solid line: Fit to the data using the theoretical value for the
first monolayer in stacking-fault position [80], see text.
polation (Fig. 5.8). The excess energy of a crystal with the first monolayer
in hcp stacking was calculated as ∆Eb,1ML/i = 0.081 eV/atom [80]. This
result seems very reliable, since in the same work the stacking-fault energy
of an intrinsic fault (see Fig. 2.2) in the bulk was calculated as 0.12 eV/atom,
exactly the value measured experimentally [8].10 The entropy difference for
one monolayer is unknown. Therefore, to go beyond the tetramer one has
to introduce one further approximation and neglect the entropy completely,
i.e., set ∆Fi(Tm) ≈ ∆Eb,i. Assuming an exponential decay of ∆Eb,i/i with i
towards ∆Eb,1ML/i as indicated in Fig. 5.8 one gets ∆Eb,i for i > 4 as shown
in Tab. 5.1.
Heptamers are never observed on hcp sites. From the detailed measure-
ment at 460 K [67], where 20 observations showed the heptamer always in fcc
sites, one can deduce an upper limit of ∆Eb,7 < −0.12 eV (compare Fig. 5.8),
consistent with the interpolation introduced above.
10In these experiments, the distance between the partial dislocations bounding the fault
is measured. The energy cost of forming the planar fault is balanced by the energy gain
of separating the partial dislocations, so their distance is a measure for the stacking-fault
energy.
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5.3.6 Application of the model
Now we have all ingredients to model the nucleation of stacking-fault islands.
Starting with the deposited adatoms, clusters will grow on the surface. As
long as i ≤ i†, after each step in their growth the equilibrium distribution
(Phcp/Pfcc)i will be obtained. When, however, an atom is added to a cluster
of size i†, the cluster becomes immobile, can no longer diffuse and therefore
no longer change between fcc and hcp. The binding position of the (typically
small) cluster i† therefore determines the binding position of the large islands
present in Fig. 5.2, so we will find (Phcp/Pfcc) = (Phcp/Pfcc)i† .
11.
Following this argumentation, with subsequent increase in i† one expects
for (Phcp/Pfcc) a graph consisting of small parts of equilibrium distributions
for larger and larger entities, broken by sharp transitions at the respective
transition temperatures Tt,i. This model with the values from Tabs. 5.1 and
5.2 is superimposed on the data in Fig. 5.3 (red line). It is clearly visible
that the simple atomistic picture describes the overall behaviour of the data
and thus captures the relevant physical effects responsible for stacking-fault
nucleation. It should be noted that we derive all input data for this model
in a simple and self-consistent way from independent experimental results.
One can see, that the first two datapoints lie on or close to the predicted
curve. Here clearly the equilibrium distribution of the monomer (dashed
line labeled “1”) decides the stacking of the islands. Going to somewhat
higher temperatures, we observe a sharp drop close to the expected transition
temperature i† = 1→ i† = 2. In our experiments, this drop down takes place
at lower temperatures than predicted. This can be explained by the fact that
the transition temperature is computed using the effective dimer diffusion
barrier Ed,2. Rotational processes which contribute only to a small extent to
the effective diffusion coefficient, are, however, already sufficient to change
the stacking sequence and thus can explain the transition i† = 1 → i† = 2
observed at T < Tt,i.
The next two points lie on the equilibrium distribution for dimers (dashed
line labeled “2”), and then again a sharp drop close to the expected tran-
sition i† = 2 → i† = 4. In this regime, the deviation of the data from the
expected equilibrium distribution of the tetramer (dashed line labeled “4”)
is substantial.
By going to even higher temperatures we leave the regime of precise pa-
rameters provided by FIM: No measurement is available for ∆Eb,5. The
approximation described above yields the equilibrium distribution of the pen-
tamer shown by the dashed line labeled “5”. An alternative way to obtain
∆Eb,5 is to fit the regime i
† = 5 by Eq. 2.1, neglecting the temperature
11Note that (Phcp/Pfcc) without index denotes the stacking probability for large islands
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dependence of ∆F5. This leads to ∆F5(T ≈ 500 K) ≈ −0.13 eV.
The transition temperature i† = 5 to i† = 6 cannot be calculated exactly
since no exact parameters for hexamer diffusion are available. The approxi-
mations made using FIM-data [67] suggest, however, that hexamer motion is
not significant, as heptamers become mobile already at lower temperatures
(the parameters for heptamer diffusion are known with great accuracy [47]).
Hexamers will therefore be neglected.
For the heptamer also no measurement of ∆Eb,7 is available. However,
a lower limit can be given which is consistent with the approximated value
from Tab. 5.1 shown in Fig. 5.3 as the dashed line labeled “7”. Proceeding in
the same way as above for the pentamer yields ∆F7(T ≈ 600 K) ≈ −0.18 eV.
Extending the model to even higher temperatures is impossible due to lack
of parameters.12 However, the complete disappearance of hcp-islands above
600 K is in agreement with the general trend of the model.
Overall the simple atomistic model describes our data very well for low
temperatures. One should realize that for the highest temperature, where
the model describes the measurement precisely (T = 225K), the average
island size is already close to 100 atoms, i.e., the structure of a large entity
is governed by the stacking sequence of the dimer from which it did grow. In
the intermediate range there is substantial deviation, whereas the behavior
for high temperatures is again described by our model. The values of ∆Fi
derived for pentamers and heptamers are consistent with the values obtained
in FIM, see Tab. 5.1.
5.4 Mean-field approach
We have gone beyond this simple and instructive atomistic model by a mean-
field approach taking into account the presence of two different adsorption
sites (s = f,h), thus extending the well-established rate equations of island
nucleation (see Sec. 2.3), defining nsi as the number density of clusters of size
i in the respective stacking s. If we neglect dissociation of larger clusters
than dimers (this will be justified below) the equations become:
12Studies on diffusion of larger clusters on Ir(111) can be found in Refs. [47, 85, 86]
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dns1
dt
=
F (1−Θ)
2
−Ds1ns1
∑
p=f,h
x∑
m=1
σmn
p
m(1 + δ(1,m)δ(s, p)) (5.19)
+
∑
p=f,h
Γp2n
p
2 − ns1νs1 + ns
′
1 ν
s′
1 (5.20)
dnsk
dt
= −σknsk
∑
p=f,h
k−1∑
m=1
Dpmn
p
m − σknsk
∑
p=f,h
Dpkn
p
k(1 + δ(s, p))
−Dsknsk
∑
p=f,h
x∑
m=k+1
σmn
p
m
+
∑
p=f,h
kDIV2∑
m=1
Dpmn
p
mσk−mn
s
k−m(1−
1
2
δ(m, (k −m))(1− δ(p, s)))
−Γs2ns2 − nskνsk + ns
′
k ν
s′
k (5.21)
dnsx
dt
=
x−1∑
q=xDIV2
σqn
s
q
∑
p=f,h
q∑
m=x−q
Dpmn
p
m(1−
1
2
δ(q,m)(1− δ(p, s))) (5.22)
Notation: We use:
δ(m,n) =
{
0 form 6= n,
1 form = n,
(5.23)
and
kDIV2 =
{
k/2 for k even,
(k − 1)/2 for k odd. (5.24)
In the following the respective terms will be described focusing on the
differences to the standard equation, see Sec. 2.3:
Time variation of the monomers (compare Fig. 5.9):
Deposition, the factor 1/2 takes care of the two inequivalent adsorption
sites; a monomer attaches to a larger cluster, the bracket with the deltas
yielding 2 for m = 1 and p = s, and 1 otherwise; dimer dissociation forms
two monomers, here we assume dimer dissociation of a cluster in stacking s
to yield both an s and an s′ monomer.
The most important extensions are the last two terms which allow the
two populations of the respective stacking to interchange via the hopping
rates between the inequivalent binding sites.
Time variation of mobile and/or unstable clusters:
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the terms entering Eq. 5.19 for the density of
adatoms in fcc stacking using the ball model (blue balls: atoms in fcc stack-
ing, red balls: atoms in hcp stacking).
The cluster captures smaller clusters which take over the stacking of the
large cluster; two clusters of the same size associate, the bracket with the
deltas ensuring that two clusters disappear when the stacking is equal but
only one disappears when the stacking is not; the cluster attaches to larger
clusters; a cluster forms by association of two smaller clusters, here the
bracket with the deltas ensures that the freshly formed cluster takes over
the stacking of the larger one of the clusters from which it formed, if two
clusters of the same size but different stacking meet, the probability for one
specific stacking is chosen as 1/2.
Time variation of immobile, stable clusters: A cluster forms by association
of two smaller clusters. The bracket with the δ’s works in the same way as
described above.
The derivation of the different diffusion coefficients for hcp and fcc clusters
will be explained in the next section.
5.4.1 Diffusivity of the different species
The diffusivities of the different species can be computed by taking into
account the concept of detailed balance (Eq. 5.9). In order to keep the
following argumentation simple, the generally different attempt frequencies
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of the two processes are neglected and the difference between them is solely
included in the barrier against diffusion. The rates must still fulfill Eq. 5.9,
so we have
ν0e
−Efd/kBT
ν0e
−Eh
d
/kBT
= e∆F/kBT
⇔ −Efd + Ehd = ∆F
⇒ Ehd = Efd +∆F.
(5.25)
As explained above, the best approximation for the hard process of the
two half steps is max{Efd, Ehd} = Ed. Following Eq. 5.25 this leads to
Efd = Ed, E
h
d = E
f
d +∆F for E
f
d > E
h
d (5.26)
Ehd = Ed, E
f
d = E
f
d −∆F for Efd < Ehd. (5.27)
Here again ∆F enters which is derived according to Eqs. 5.13, 5.14, and
5.15. The error introduced is the same as discussed above.
5.4.2 Solution of rate equations
With these barriers and the standard prefactors for diffusion (Tab. 5.1) it
is now possible to calculate the diffusion coefficient Dsi of atoms in the re-
spective stacking, treating them as two independent species. For monomers,
the necessary parameters were derived explicitly (Tab. 5.2). For the capture
number σi we set σi=3 for i < 8 and σi = 7 for i ≥ 8 [21]. The dissociation
rate for dimers Γs2 is calculated using E
f
diss,2 = 1.15 eV, E
h
diss,2 = 1.17 eV
(compare Eq. 2.6 , Eb,2 was deduced in Chapter 4), and ν0,diss = kBT/h.
Taking x = 8, we integrated the total set of 16 differential equations
numerically to yield Pfcc/Phcp. The resulting curve is in excellent agree-
ment with the measurements (see Fig. 5.3), smoothing the unphysical, sharp
transitions of the simple model. A test of this rate-equation approach was
performed by comparing the total saturation island density obtained with
the values derived from the STM-measurements presented in Chapter 4; the
solution to the extended rate equations is in excellent agreement with the
measured values. This shows that the effective treatment of diffusion and
dissociation processes adopted in Chapter 4 is certainly justified: Effective
barriers and effective attempt frequencies capture enough of the physics of
diffusion and nucleation to describe the saturation island density.
In addition to the temperature dependence, also the rate-dependence of
stacking-fault formation is reproduced by this model of defect formation (see
Fig. 5.4).
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Modifying the parameters entering the set of equations yields additional
information on the system: Leaving out dimer dissociation only marginally
changes the results, since at the temperatures where dimers dissociate ef-
ficiently they are by far not the largest mobile cluster. We thus conclude
that also dissociation of larger clusters (where the dissociation barriers are
uncertain) can be neglected.
5.4.3 Diffusion barriers revisited
Equation 5.25 is derived using the assumption that the effective barrier
Ed = max{Efd, Ehd}, i.e., the diffusion is governed by the high-barrier process.
In principle it should be possible to derive the two barriers more generally
starting from Eq. 5.4. Each of the rates is assumed to follow an Arrhenius
law. Whereas the energies can be inferred from the measurements (see be-
low) the attempt frequencies are not accessible. From Eq. 2.4 one should
expect for the ratio of the two attempt frequencies
νh0
νf0
= e(S
f
a,i−Sha,i)/kBT (5.28)
= e∆Sb,i/kBT . (5.29)
The entropy difference in the general case is of course different from zero
and thus the two attempt frequencies will be different. As detailed above this
difference is in general not known. We will therefore assume νf0 = ν
h
0 = ν
′
0.
With this we can derive from Eq. 5.4 with assuming all rates to follow an
Arrhenius form:
νeffj =
νfνh
νf+νh
⇔ ν0e−Ed/kBT = ν ′0 e
(−Efd−E
h
d)/kBT
e
−Ef
d
/kBT+e
−Eh
d
/kBT
= ν ′0
e(−E
f
d−∆Eb)/kBT
1+e
−∆Eb,i/kBT
⇒ Efd = −kBT
[
ln(ν0
ν′0
) + ln(1 + e∆Ed,i/kBT )
]
+ Ed.
(5.30)
To be able to work with this expression one needs to know the ratio of
ν0/ν
′
0. The most simple assumption is of course ν0 = ν
′
0 which can only be
a rough estimation. A more meaningful assumption is ν0 = 1/2 ν
′
0 since two
attempts are needed to scale the two barriers in a complete diffusion step. In
this case one can check the above equation by setting ∆Eb,i = 0 which gives
the obvious result Efd = Ed.
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All parameters that enter the above equation are now known. The effec-
tive diffusion barrier which is derived by this procedure is then temperature
dependent which is an artifact of the approximation that the effective dif-
fusion process is Arrhenius-like. If the effective energy barrier Ed and the
attempt frequency of the two-step process are known, one can give values for
both νf(T ) and νh(T ).
The effect of this refined derivation with either choice of ν ′0 is weak, the
curve obtained by this approach is virtually the same than the one derived
earlier. We thus stick to the simple approach, which apparently is fairly
robust against the numerous approximations entering the derivation of the
parameters.
5.4.4 Kinetic Monte-Carlo
Furthermore, we also performed kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations of the ho-
moepitaxial growth of Ir on Ir(111).13 The simulations were carried out on
a refined lattice containing fcc as well as hcp sites. Atoms were deposited
onto the surface at random sites with the experimental deposition rate of
1.3 × 10−2 ML/s. The surface area measured 1000 × 1000 A˚2 for simulated
temperatures below 325 K. For higher temperatures, the area had to be in-
creased to 1500 × 1500 A˚2 to achieve a sufficient number of islands. The
Monte-Carlo code identified clusters on the Ir surface up to i = 5. The dif-
fusion of these clusters was simulated by allowing them to jump from an fcc
binding site to an hcp binding site and vice versa. The parameters ν0,i and
Ed,i determining the rates for these transitions were the same as used in the
rate-equations described above. The results of these simulations are also pre-
sented in Fig. 5.3. Their accordance with the experimental results is obvious.
The agreement between kMC an the results obtained from the rate-equations
justify the mean-field approach introduced in Sec. 5.4 a posteriori.
5.5 Discussion and conclusion
In summary stacking-fault formation was observed in the system Ir/Ir(111)
under a wide range of deposition parameters. The probability of nucleating
an island in the energetically disfavored hcp stacking decreases with temper-
ature T and increases with deposition rate F . The effect of stacking-fault
formation was traced back to the underlying atomic mechanisms: The equi-
librium distribution of small clusters between hcp and fcc is frozen in by
13The simulations were performed by Michael Mu¨ller and Karsten Albe, Universita¨t
Darmstadt.
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the attachment of immobilizing adatoms during growth. A simple atomistic
model already describes the effect quantitatively. Full agreement with the
experiment can be achieved by solving rate equations using parameters de-
rived independently by FIM. This approach is further corroborated by the
application of kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations to the problem yielding equiv-
alent results. The parameters entering the model are taken from literature or
extracted from the available FIM-data in a straightforward and simple way.
This success shows that the approach of understanding mesoscopic growth
phenomena on the basis of atomic processes is indeed feasible.
The fact that for adatoms and small clusters on Ir(111) the hcp stack-
ing is energetically favorable is responsible for the experimental finding of
(Phcp/Pfcc) > 1, but it is by no means a prerequisite for the occurrence of
stacking-fault formation, as can be inferred from finding (Phcp/Pfcc) > 0 in
temperature regimes where the largest mobile clusters follow the fcc stack-
ing. The applicability of the model does therefore not rely on characteristic
properties of the Ir(111) surface and is thus expected to describe stacking-
fault formation also on other fcc(111) surfaces as well as on related surfaces
(hcp(0001), (111) surface of zincblende (sphalerite) structure).
A first example of such a description is the system Co/Cu(111). The equi-
librium structure of Co is hcp, but on the fcc Cu substrate, a few monolayers
in fcc stacking can grow, which have superior magnetic properties. This
suppression of the equilibrium structure of the Co film is found for thicker
films, if the method of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is employed rather than
conventional PVD [75]. An important feature of PLD is the extremely high
deposition rate during a pulse. This observation fits with our experiments
where we measured a larger fraction of material in the disfavored stacking on
Ir(111) when the deposition rate is increased, i.e., using a high rate allows
to trap more atoms in the energetically disfavored stacking. In the case of
Co/Cu(111), this leads to the desired nucleation of more Co-islands in the
magnetically favorable fcc stacking. A way to increase the efficiency of fcc
growth of Co/Cu(111) even more could be to lower the substrate temper-
ature, since this freezes in the equilibrium distribution of smaller clusters,
where the energy difference between hcp and fcc is small and hence the dis-
tribution moves closer to unity.
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Chapter 6
Self-healing of stacking-faults
In this chapter, the development of the thin film beyond the nucleation regime
to the completion of the first monolayer is described. In the case of layer-by-
layer growth in the absence of stacking-faults, coalescence of the nucleated
islands takes place when the surface coverage Θ is increased towards 1 ML.
However, in the Ir(111) system studied here, a complication arises: The
different phases present on the surface (fcc and hcp) cannot coalesce due to
their different stacking sequences. Instead, hcp islands become assimilated
by fcc islands upon contact: The hcp phase decays because atoms flip from
the faulted to the unfaulted stacking. Additionally, the phase boundaries
between fcc and hcp may become decorated by monoatomic rows. These
effects will be described in the next sections.
6.1 Completion of the first monolayer
Figure 6.1 shows the morphology of the Ir(111) surface after deposition of
Θ = 0.13–1.08 ML at constant temperature and rate. Figure 6.1 (a) dis-
plays the islands in the saturation regime of nucleation (Θ = 0.13 ML).
Experiments in this regime have been discussed before in Chapters 4 and
5. In Fig. 6.1 (b) the islands are about to touch, and coalescence sets in.
In Fig. 6.1 (c) one can see several coalescence events. In the center of the
picture a bright line is visible, separating the fcc from the hcp phase (see
below). These lines are decorated Shockley partial dislocations. More of
the decoration rows (DR) evolved in Fig. 6.1 (d), the surfaces closes almost
perfectly in Fig. 6.1 (e), and nucleation of the second monolayer is almost
completed in Fig. 6.1 (f), where also no remainders of the stacking-faults are
visible. As the first monolayer closes before nucleation in the second layer
sets in, the growth mode is layer-by-layer.
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Figure 6.1: Series of STM topographs after depositing (a) Θ = 0.13 ML, (b)
Θ = 0.56 ML, (c) Θ = 0.72 ML, (d) Θ = 0.91 ML, (e) Θ = 0.98 ML, and
(f) Θ = 1.08 ML of Ir on Ir(111) with a deposition rate F = (1.3 ± 0.2) ×
10−2 ML/s and a sample temperature of T = 350 K. Picture size 1100 A˚×
1100 A˚. The white triangles in the upper right corner of each image denote
the orientation of hcp-islands.
It is clearly visible that the island edges become smoother upon growth
(compare, e.g., Fig. 6.1 (a) and (d)). This effect is due to the change from
intralayer to interlayer growth regime: In the beginning the supply of atoms
to the islands comes mostly from the atoms deposited on the substrate that
reach the islands by intralayer transport (intralayer regime). The growth ex-
periment presented in Fig. 6.1 is performed at a temperature, where diffusion
processes along the edges are not activated (compare Fig. 2.5). Therefore, a
straight step is unstable in the intralayer regime, i.e., it will develop branches
(for a detailed discussion of this instability see, e.g., Ref. [3]). Once a fjord
evolves, it is shielded by its surroundings against further adatom attachment.
If the coverage is increased, a larger and larger fraction of the incoming
atoms is deposited on top of the adatom islands. Since downward jumps
are already activated at T = 175 K [66], these atoms efficiently leave the
islands and become incorporated at the edge. As soon as this mode of supply
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becomes dominant, the interlayer growth regime is entered. The interlayer
transport tends to smooth the island edge because an atom is more likely
to jump downwards at kink positions [87]. Also the effective shape of the
islands is reversed in this regime: Adatom diffusing on top of the islands are
more likely to meet the fjords and jump into them than to travel along the
tongues of land stretching out on the substrate. This effect further promotes
smoothing of the edges.
6.2 Atomic resolution of the fcc and the hcp
phase
The different stacking geometries on the surface become directly visible in
images with atomic resolution: Figure 6.2 (a) shows islands nucleated in
the third layer. An area in hcp stacking can be distinguished from the fcc
area by the remaining gap visible in the center of the image, oriented in the
expected direction for hcp-islands. Some parts of this gap are decorated by
rows of single atoms. Figure. 6.2 (b) shows a high resolution image of the
area marked by the square in Fig. 6.2 (a). A decorated 60◦-angle is visible,
separating the hcp phase (right) from the fcc phase (left).
Figure 6.2: STM topograph after deposition of Θ = 2.2 ML at T = 350 K
with F = 1.5 × 10−2 ML/s. (a) Picture size 550 A˚ × 550 A˚. White tri-
angle in upper right corner marks orientation of hcp-islands. (a) Picture
size 80 A˚ × 80 A˚. The contrast was enhanced locally to show the atomic
resolution in the hcp and in the fcc phase.
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The contrast of the image is increased locally to enhance visibility of the
atomic corrugation. By doing this for the whole hcp phase an atomic grid
was superimposed on the image, where the atoms in the hcp phase sit at
the crossing points of the grid lines. The fcc phase is almost completely
surrounded by the hcp phase, so it is possible to extrapolate this grid also to
the fcc area. The grid fits with the atomic positions in the hcp phase, but
does not fit in the fcc phase. Here, instead of occupying the crossing points
of the mesh, the atoms are situated in the up-triangles, as it is expected for
a stacking-fault area. This is illustrated by one line of the grid shown in
Fig. 6.2 (b)1 running on top of the atoms in the hcp phase, but between the
atomic rows in the fcc phase.
The decoration rows (DRs) can be used to determine the respective stack-
ing in situations where rather complicated morphologies are studied: We
chose as a convention that the direction of a DR is given with fcc to the
right and hcp to the left hand side. Only rows in [110], [101], and [011] are
observed, i.e., only in three of the six dense-packed directions on fcc(111).
The crystallographic orientation of the sample is known. This allows us to
unambiguously identify the respective stacking in the presence of decoration
rows. The observed orientations of the decoration rows are not what one intu-
itively expects, because these are not the directions of the triangular envelope
bounding the hcp-island, which rather consists of steps in [110], [101], and
[011] directions (sticking to the above convention). The atomistic formation
mechanism of the rows detailed in Sec. 6.4 will explain this effect.
6.3 Coalescence and assimilation
Islands of the same stacking type coalesce upon approaching each other more
and more, until finally the remaining gap, which has a width of one lattice
site is filled (either by inter- or intralayer diffusion). Under the experimental
conditions depicted in Fig. 6.1, the coalescence of islands starts at a first
layer coverage of θ1 ≈ 0.5 ML, as can be seen in Fig. 6.1(b). The evolution
of the island density n in the experiments of Fig. 6.1 is depicted in Fig. 6.3.
After the saturation island density nsat is reached around Θ ≈ 0.1 ML, n
decreases by coalescence, until a completely percolated first layer is formed
due to the layer-by-layer growth mode. Because of the fractal-dendritic shape
of the islands, the quantitative determination of the island density for higher
coverages implies a significant error, the general trend, however, is clearly
visible.
1This specific line is not singularly positioned to fit the atoms, but rather picked out
of the optimized grid.
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Figure 6.3: Island density n in the first () and in the second (•) layer
as a function of coverage Θ. Experiments performed at T = 350 K and
F = (1.3± 0.2)× 10−2 ML/s.
Nucleation in the second layer starts slightly above Θ = 0.5 ML, but it
becomes significant only after the closure of the first monolayer (see Fig. 6.1).
The saturation island density nsat reached on the first layer is approximately
the same as that on the substrate.
Coalescence is not possible for islands of different stacking types; a gap
smaller than one lattice spacing is left between them. In a simple picture
one would thus expect the relative fraction of area covered by the hcp phase
Θhcp/Θfcc to be constant and Θhcp/Θfcc = (Phcp/Pfcc) assuming the same
growth speed for fcc-islands and hcp-islands. However, the experiments show
a completely different behaviour, namely, a decrease of Θhcp/Θfcc with the
layer coverage θ1 (see Fig. 6.4).
Two methods have been applied to derive Fig. 6.4: In the regime of
clearly separated islands (θ1 < 0.6 ML), one can indeed equate Θhcp/Θfcc =
(Phcp/Pfcc). During the coalescence regime the situation changes and one
is faced with the difficulty of separating entities on the surface. Due to
two effects, though, one is able to identify hcp areas: First, generally an
fcc-island starts to touch another fcc-island before an hcp-island, as can be
inferred from the sketch in Fig. 6.5. Therefore hcp-islands appear separated
from the coalescing fcc-islands up to θ1 ≈ 0.7 ML (see Fig. 6.1(c)). Second,
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Figure 6.4: Relative fraction of the surface covered by the hcp phase
Θhcp/Θfcc () and number density of stacking-fault areas nhcp (•) vs. cover-
age in the first layer θ1 (F = (1.3± 0.2)× 10−2 ML/s, T = 350 K).
the orientation of the decoration rows indicates the respective stacking in
their vicinity as explained above. Due to these two fingerprints of hcp phase
it is possible to measure Θhcp from the STM images up to Θ = 1 ML.
Figure 6.5: Sketch of the effect that an fcc-island touches another fcc-island
earlier than an hcp-island in equivalent geometry upon growth.
A decrease of Θhcp/Θfcc with θ1 is seen clearly in Fig. 6.4. This behaviour
implies that the fcc phase grows on expense of the hcp phase, hcp-islands are
assimilated by fcc-islands. The deposited atoms are reorganized to decrease
the amount of material in the energetically disfavored stacking. This process
will be labeled self-healing in the following.
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To clarify the details of the self-healing process, it is helpful to investigate
the number density of hcp areas (nhcp) during growth. This behavior is also
shown in Fig. 6.4. By using both the shape and the presence of the DR to
attribute the stacking sequence to the respective areas, nhcp is obtained. The
decrease of nhcp with θ1 shows that not only the stacking-fault areas shrink,
but also the majority of these areas disappears completely. However, rather
stable defect areas evolve that survive the self-healing. This prevents nhcp to
drop to nhcp = 0.
A typical morphology where self-healing can be seen is shown in Fig. 6.6.
The characteristic shapes of fcc and hcp islands are still distinguishable at
this coverage. It is clearly visible how the right tip of the hcp-island to
the left has shifted to the fcc-island approaching this hcp-island from below.
The phase boundary is decorated and appears as a bright line. Assimilation
events are also visible for the hcp-island to the right: Here the neighboring
fcc islands have eaten away two corners of the hcp-island. The fuzzy bright
structure at the lower left is the remainder of an hcp-island that has almost
completely decayed.
hcp
hcp
Figure 6.6: STM topograph after deposition of Θ = 0.91 ML at T = 350 K
with F = 1.6 × 10−2 ML/s. Picture size 790 A˚× 790 A˚. White triangle in
upper right corner marks orientation of hcp-islands. Area marked with box
will be discussed further in Chapter 7.
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6.4 Atomic processes during self-healing
An atomistic model of the surface morphological evolution has to include all
experimental observations introduced above: The reduction of Θhcp when the
coverage approaches 1 ML (assimilation), the stabilization of the few defects
that withstand transformation, and the evolution of decoration rows which
are not oriented along the original contour of the hcp-island as one would
intuitively expect. Such a model is developed in this section: Based on a
nearest-neighbor model in a crystal consisting of hard spheres, a cascade of
atomic processes can coherently describe all of the observations.
6.4.1 Kink-flip process
The effect of assimilation and self-healing can be understood on the basis of
atomic processes by studying the ball model in Fig. 6.7. In this model the
island shape is approximated by triangular islands bounded by B-steps.
In the general case an hcp-island and an fcc-island approach each other
in such a way that eventually a situation like the one depicted in Fig. 6.7 (a)
evolves. The small gap between the hcp-island and the fcc-island is on both
sides bounded by B-steps and hence called a B-gap. In this B-gap runs the
Shockley partial dislocation line of the twin stacking-fault. The tip atom of
the hcp-island (marked by a cross) is fivefold coordinated (three bonds to the
underlying layer and two in-plane bonds). By just going through a bridge
position over a small distance of
√
1/3 ann it can reach a fivefold coordinated
regular stacking site, i.e., it can lower its potential energy. Assuming that
the thermal energy of the atom is sufficiently high so that this process is
activated, the atom will move over to the fcc-island (Fig. 6.7 (b)), thereby
creating a kink position in the hcp-island.
A similar process can then be invoked for this kink atom (marked by a
cross in Fig. 6.7 (b)): By crossing a bridge position, it can also lower its
potential energy by ∆Eb,kink since it shifts from a sixfold-faulted to a sixfold-
regular site, thereby flipping between a kink position in an hcp and an fcc
island (kink-flip mechanism) (Fig. 6.7 (c)). Now a twin-kink has formed in
the gap that diffuses by repeated kink-flip events.
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Figure 6.7: Ball model of the partly assimilation of an hcp island by an fcc
island, see text.
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By repeating the kink-flip mechanism, the twin-kink can move in a zipper-
like fashion through a whole row of atoms (Fig. 6.7 (c)) which afterwards are
bound to the fcc-island. The process is stopped when an atom in the hcp-
island jumps to a position adjacent to the tip of the fcc-island (Fig. 6.7
(d)): The next atom (marked by a cross in Fig. 6.7 (d)) would have to trade
a sixfold coordinated faulted against a fivefold coordinated unfaulted site,
which would rise its energy. This process is not thermally activated at the
temperature of the experiment. Also the stopping of the kink-flip as detailed
above can be understood in this picture: As a (6 → 5)-process one expects
Ed = 1.3 eV and thus Tonset = 520 K. The kink-flip process can start over by
repeating itself beginning at the freshly formed tip of the hcp-island (marked
by an arrow in Fig. 6.7 (d)), until finally we end with the configuration
depicted in Fig. 6.7 (e).
The gap that evolved after this repeated kink-flip is different from the
B-gap introduced above, it is bounded by A-steps (A-DR). The respective
Shockley partial dislocation is again situated in this gap. This A-gap pro-
vides an energetically favorable fourfold coordinated site for incoming atoms
because its geometry is (100)-like and eventually becomes decorated by a row
of atoms (Fig. 6.7 (f)). In contrast, B-gaps offer only threefold coordinated
sites (local (111) geometry). A-gaps are more stable than B-gaps, since the
kink-flip mechanism cannot be induced here for geometric reasons. This can
explain the observation that only A-gaps are found while B-gaps are never
observed. An analysis of the stability of these decoration rows is given in
Section 6.5.2, detailed measurements of the height of the decoration rows
will be described in Chapter 7.
The thermal activation of the kink-flip process can be understood in the
nn-model summarized in Eq. 2.6 using the parameters introduced in Sec 4.2.
This model yields an activation energy of Ekf = 0.6 eV (Tonset = 240 K)
(this is a (6 → 6)-process), whereas evaporation from a free kink (6 → 3)
is expected to have Eke = 2.7 eV (Tonset = 1080 K). The observation of a
reduction of Θhcp with increasing coverage at 350 K is thus in agreement with
this model. Here one clearly sees that it is not sufficient to look at the initial
configuration of an atom in an atomic process, but also the final state has to
be taken into account. The energetics of the final state significantly influences
the kinetic barrier to reach it if the atom has a higher potential energy in
the final configuration. The process of bond formation and breaking depends
heavily on the local geometry.
In the nearest neighbor-model detailed above, the kink-flip process is
completely symmetrical, since the energy difference for the atoms in the two
phases is not taken into account. In this case the flipping would take place
with equal probability in both directions (hcp→ fcc, fcc→ hcp). In the real
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system there is a difference in binding energy ∆Eb,kink. This energy difference
acts as the driving force of self-healing, since the difference in binding energy
leads to a difference in the diffusion barriers (compare Fig. 2.4).
The value of ∆Eb,kink for the kink can be identified with ∆Eb,1ML/i, since
the kink is the repetitive position for crystal growth, i.e., one can built up a
monolayer by adding atoms to a kink position only. This leads to ∆Eb,kink =
0.08 eV according to Ref. [80].
6.4.2 Kinetic of one-dimensional diffusion with asym-
metric barriers
Figure 6.8: One dimensional diffusion with asymmetric barriers for jumps to
the left (Ed,low) and to the right (Ed,high). Such a potential is present in the
movement of the twin-kink.
To understand the effect of this driving force in more detail, one can look
at the one-dimensional diffusion problem with asymmetric barriers (Fig. 6.8).
For our specific system one can regard Fig. 6.8 as the total potential energy
of the system in dependence on the position of the twin-kink, see Fig. 6.9. In
other words, Fig. 6.8 is the potential energy contour for a diffusing twin-kink:
Flipping the kink from hcp to fcc has a low energy barrier Ed,low and moves
the twin-kink to the right in Fig. 6.9, flipping the kink from fcc to hcp has
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Figure 6.9: Ball model of the diffusing twin-kink.
a high barrier Ed,high (because the potential energy in this site is lower) and
moves the kink to the left.
The ratio of the jump rate νlow across Ed,low to the jump rate νhigh across
Ed,high can be calculated assuming the same attempt frequency ν0 as
νlow
νhigh
=
ν0e
−Ed,low/kBT
ν0e−Ed,high/kBT
= e−∆Ed/kBT , (6.1)
with ∆Ed = Ed,low − Ed,high = −∆Eb,kink (compare Eq. 2.3).
This means that the probability of jumping across the barrier Ed,low in
the next jump is
P1 =
ν1
νtotal
=
1
1 + e∆Ed/kBT
. (6.2)
The dependence of P1 on ∆Ed at T = 350 K is shown in Fig. 6.10. It is
clearly visible that already a small difference in binding energy can tip the
system to efficient diffusion in the preferential direction.
Now the probability of the twin-kink to progress to the right in Fig. 6.9
Pright (i.e., the probability to promote self-healing) can be calculated: For
∆Eb,kink = −0.08 eV this leads at the temperature of the experiments T =
350 K to Pright = 0.93, i.e., the kink-flip process moves preferentially along
the A-gap in the right direction to enable self-healing.
A small detail needs still some consideration: For the first process in the
sequence (Fig. 6.7 (a) to (b)), the barrier is different than for the movement
of the twin-kink later on. It is a (5→ 5)-process instead of a (6→ 6)-process.
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Figure 6.10: Probability P1 to jump over an barrier Ed,low in the next jump
in a system with asymmetric barriers (Ed,low, Ed,high), ∆Eb = Ed,low−Ed,high,
compare Fig. 6.8.
One can assume the respective energy barrier to be lower than for the kink-
flip, so this atom will flip back and forth several times before the adjacent
atom (marked by a cross in Fig. 6.7 (b)) follows and the twin-kink is finally
formed. However, energetically the geometry of Fig. 6.7 (b) is more favorable
with respect to Fig. 6.7 (a). Most of the time the atom will therefore be in
a position suitable to initiate the kink-flip process.
6.4.3 Intersecting A-gaps
The kink-flip mechanism explains how fragments of hcp-islands are trans-
ferred to the energetically favorable fcc sites. However, the flipping of only
one corner of an island leaves a large part of the hcp-island still intact. Thus
we need an additional mechanism to describe the complete disappearance of
hcp-islands as apparent from Fig. 6.4. Similar to the situation depicted in
Fig. 6.7 (c), we start with a configuration where one corner of the hcp-island
is removed (Fig. 6.11 (a)). In extension of the previous ball model another
neighboring fcc-island can reach the respective position to initiate the kink-
flip process. This will happen most probably in a configuration where the
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Figure 6.11: Ball model of the complete dissolution of a stacking-fault islands
via intersecting A-gaps.
A-gaps finally intersect (see below) as shown in Fig. 6.11 (b). Now, just by
sticking to the rule that atoms flip from hcp to fcc if they can keep or increase
their coordination number, we can initiate the dissolution of the remaining
part of the hcp-island at the tip formed by the intersecting A-gaps (see arrow
in Fig. 6.11 (b)) and move more and more atoms over to fcc sites (Fig. 6.11
(c)), until the hcp-island has disappeared completely (Fig. 6.7 (d)).
In a simple geometric model (see Fig. 6.12) it can be shown that it is
most probable to form intersecting A-gaps if an hcp-island is assimilated by
several fcc-islands. In this model the islands are approximated by equilateral
triangles. Furthermore all islands are assumed to have the same size. In the
situation depicted in Fig. 6.12 the islands approach each other to reach a
configuration where the kink-flip process can start (compare Fig. 6.7) and
the shaded part of the hcp-island flips over to the fcc-island.
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Figure 6.12: Geometric model of assimilation. A regular (RI) and a stacking-
fault island (SFI) touch under a polar angle ϑ, both islands are equilateral
and have the same size; h height of triangles, a base of triangles, aflip base of
part of the hcp-island that flips to the fcc-island, d1 = 1/2aflip.
The baseline of the whole island a can be related to the distance r at
which two islands with the respective polar angle ϑ touch via
sin(30◦)
r/2
= sin(150
◦−ϑ)
2/3h
⇔ 1
r
=
√
3 sin(150
◦−ϑ)
a
⇒ a = √3 sin(150◦ − ϑ)r,
(6.3)
and thus the total area of the island is Ftotal =
√
33/4 sin2(150◦ − ϑ)r2.
The baseline aflip of the shaded triangle can be calculated as follows:
By construction we have d1 = d2 with sin(ϑ) = d2/r. Therefore aflip =
2d1 = 2d2 = 2r sinϑ, and so for the area that flips over to the fcc stacking
Fflip =
√
3 sin2(ϑ)r2.
For the ratio of removed area to original area one finds:
Fflip
Ftotal
(ϑ) = 4/3
sin2(ϑ)
sin2(150◦ − ϑ) . (6.4)
By symmetry we have −60◦ ≤ ϑ ≤ 60◦ (measuring ϑ always with re-
spect to the nearest corner). The mean value Fflip/Ftotal can be calculated
assuming equal probabilities for every angle ϑ. Since the problem is further
symmetrical with respect to ϑ = 0◦ we can get Fflip/Ftotal by integrating
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Fflip/Ftotal =
3
pi
∫ 1/3pi
0
Fflip
Ftotal
(ϑ)dϑ (6.5)
=
4
pi
∫ 1/3pi
0
sin2(ϑ)
sin2(150◦ − ϑ)dϑ (6.6)
≈ 0.45. (6.7)
This shows that we can use as a rough approximation ϑ = 30◦, because
this choice leads to the similar result
Fflip/Ftotal ≈ Fflip
Ftotal
(
ϑ
)
=
4
9
= 0.4. (6.8)
Figure 6.13: Two fcc-islands approaching one hcp-island in the most probable
geometry, ϑ = 30◦. It is clearly visible that in this geometry the A-gaps will
intersect.
The consequence of the above is that the most probable configuration
of two fcc-island assimilating an hcp-island looks like the geometry depicted
in Fig. 6.13, i.e., both polar angles are approximately 30◦. In this case the
A-gaps clearly intersect and complete removal of the hcp-island is possible.
Even deviating from this most probable geometry towards smaller ϑ does not
immediately lift the intersection of A-gaps. In any case, on average every is-
land will grow together with more than two neighbors. This simple geometric
model makes it thus plausible that complete assimilation of hcp-islands by
the mechanism of intersecting A-gaps happens with a high probability.
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6.4.4 Triangles of decoration rows
Figure 6.14: Ball model of the pinning of A-gaps by decoration rows, see
text.
Complete removal of area in hcp stacking is highly efficient. In spite
of this, stable defects do remain which are always surrounded by decoration
rows. This leads one to speculate that gap decoration somehow stabilizes the
remaining of an hcp-island against further dissolution. Such a decoration will
develop if the gap is stable long enough to allow the diffusing adatoms to find
it. Once it has formed, it stabilizes the hcp area against assimilation by the
mechanism of intersecting A-gaps (Fig. 6.14): Here the starting configuration
is equivalent to Fig. 6.11 (b), but now the older A-gap has already been par-
tially decorated by a row of atoms (A-DR). In the beginning, the flipping can
take place as described above, but at some point the moving A-gap reaches
the first atom that is bound to an atom of the DR (Fig. 6.14 (b)). This atom
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is stabilized by the DR starting above it, so finally we end with the situation
depicted in Fig. 6.14 (c). According to our model this configuration is fairly
stable, and eventually the whole A-gap will become decorated (Fig. 6.14 (d)).
The sequence of processes described above eventually leads to a pair of DR
with an angle of 60◦. Such structures can be seen in Fig. 6.1 (c), (d), and
(e).
Figure 6.15: Stable hcp areas surrounded by decoration rows. The experi-
ment was performed at T = 350 K with F = 1.6× 10−2 ML/s. Picture size
470 A˚ × 470 A˚. White triangle in upper right corner marks orientation of
hcp-islands.
Approaching the closure of the first ML, the effect detailed above leads
eventually to the formation of very stable hcp areas, completely bounded
by decorated A-gaps (Fig. 6.15). Some of the rows meet at the corners, in-
dicating that A-gaps intersected, but were unable to remove the hcp phase
completely due to the stabilizing effect of the rows. Other rows end in gaps
that belong to the original contour of the islands, which presumably results
from the rare case of non-intersecting A-gaps during assimilation. The tri-
angles show the same orientation as the fcc-island as a consequence of the
formation procedures, and not, as one would expect from a simple picture
of the approach of the different types of islands, the orientation of the hcp-
island. The stable defect areas formed in this manner give rise to nhcp > 0
for θ1 = 1 ML (Fig. 6.4). Furthermore, the corners of the triangles seem to
act as preferential nucleation sites for the next layer.
The cascade of atomic processes introduced above is able to explain all
experimental observations during the completion of the first monolayer for
growth in the presence of stacking-faults. The decay of the hcp phase takes
place through assimilation by the neighboring fcc islands using the kink-flip
process. Decoration of the resulting A-gaps stabilizes hcp areas, but still the
self-healing process is highly efficient.
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Figure 6.16: Sequence of STM-images after deposition of Θ = 2.2 ML at
Tdep = 350 K with F = 1.5 × 10−2 ML/s. Temperature of imaging raises
from TSTM = 511 K (a) to TSTM = 531 K (f). Time steps: (a) t = 0 min; (b)
t = 4 min; (c) t = 6 min; (d) t = 17 min; (e) t = 19 min; (f) t = 21 min.
Picture sizes 330 A˚ × 330 A˚.
6.5 Self-healing upon annealing
The self-healing process can also be observed in situ. At the temperature of
evaporation all kinetic processes stop shortly after the end of the deposition,
so self-healing is already accomplished at the time we are able to observe the
surface morphology with the STM.
To follow self-healing in situ one has to go to higher temperatures. Here
the high temperature stability of the STM allows to scan the surface at a
sample temperature of up to TSTM = 540 K. In the experiments presented
in this section the morphology was always created at Tdep = 350 K and the
temperature was raised continuously while the STM was already in tunnel-
ing contact. Upon annealing, a new round of self-healing sets in which is
due to the redistribution processes possible on the surface only at elevated
temperatures.
A time-lapsed sequence of a self healing event is shown in Fig. 6.16. Here
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one sees the morphology of the surface at 510 K < TSTM < 530 K after
deposition at Tdep = 350 K. A preexisting step is running parallel to the
lower border of the picture. It is obvious that the edges of the islands and
terraces have become smoother upon this annealing, because now diffusion
along these edges is activated, whereas at Tdep = 350 K it is absent (compare
Fig. 2.5).
On the upper terrace there are several adatom islands, and to the right one
can see an hcp area bounded by undecorated and decorated phase boundaries
as well as by the terrace edge (the phase boundary can also be traced roughly
through the adatom islands in the top part of the hcp area).
6.5.1 Moving of the DR
The A-DR moves downward in the sequence of Fig. 6.16, especially from
Fig. 6.16 (a) to (b), thereby increasing the area in fcc stacking on expense of
the hcp stacking. This process is not continuous, but proceeds very irregu-
larly. This indicates, that it is highly dependent on the boundary conditions
(starting and ending position of the gap) and it can thus not be treated as
simple diffusive movement.
In Fig. 6.16 (b) the jumping of the A-DR is captured in one STM picture.
This scenario is depicted on a smaller scale in Fig. 6.17 (a). Here one can
clearly see two breaks in the line which are not due to distortions in the
STM scanlines, since in Fig. 6.16 (b) one cannot see these breaks in the other
structures in the same lateral position. The picture taken before and after
Fig. 6.17 (a) do not show the breaks, i.e., they are a dynamic phenomenon.
The breaks are caused by the movement of the whole DR to the lower
right in order to decrease the hcp area enclosed. Their appearance can be
explained by taking the scanning process of the STM into account: The
jumps of the DR take place during the acquisition of one picture, which
takes about 1 min. The line that appears broken in space in Fig. 6.17 (a) is
in reality always straight, but moves with time. From the absence of static
breaks in the line one can conclude that the decoration row movement is very
fast once it is activated.
The expected jump width djump of one such event can be inferred from
Fig. 6.17 (b). The jump width djump is equal to the spacing between two close-
packed 〈110〉-rows, i.e., djump =
√
3/4 ann. Evaluation of djump in Fig. 6.17 (a)
yields djump = (0.9± 0.1)
√
3/4 ann, in good agreement with the ball model.
The gain in potential energy is certainly the driving force also of the
process of decoration-row movement. But in the case depicted in Fig. 6.16
the situation is more complicated: The partly decorated gap has to become
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Figure 6.17: (a) Decoration row (DR) moving to the lower right in or-
der to decrease the hcp area (magnification of Fig. 6.16 (b)). Deposition
temperature Tdep = 350 K, picture taken at TSTM = 512 K. Picture size
470 A˚ × 470 A˚. (b) Ball model of the DR-movement.
longer during movement to fulfill its boundary conditions. This will lead to
an increase of total step free energy in the system, counteracting the gain
in interface energy from the stacking-fault plane. Such a mechanism could
explain why the DR moves quickly between Fig. 6.16 (a) and (b), but then
keeps its position between Fig. 6.16 (b) and (f): It is trapped at the concave
part of the left island edge. Moving out of this well apparently costs more
energy than is gained by decreasing the hcp phase.
The atomic mechanism of decoration row movement remains unclear.
Only movement of decorated gaps seems to be observable, free undecorated
gaps presumably move to fast. The existing database, however, is too shallow
to investigate this mechanism further.
6.5.2 Dissociation of the DR
A second effect is also visible in Fig. 6.16: From (b) to (c) a gap in the A-DR
appears, the decoration row has dissociated. This is the only DR that was
observed to dissociate. Especially DR that are surrounded on both sides by
large undecorated gaps did never break up. This leads to the conclusion, that
dissociation of the DR in Fig. 6.16 is only possible if the 60◦-angle, where the
two A-gaps meet, acts as a trapping site for the just escaped atom, holding
it in place long enough for a second dissociation event to take place. The
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atomic structure of such a 60◦-angle is visible in Fig. 6.11 (d). With only a
little relaxation, the binding site in the angle could offer five bonds to the
atoms in the gap, making this site a favorable adsorption site.
To avoid additional complications from the special atomic structure on
the right hand side of the decoration row, one can deduce a lower limit for the
energy needed to remove the end atom of a DR by looking at the left hand
side of the DR in Fig. 6.16. Once the last atom dissociates from the rest of
the row, it is free to diffuse in the channel and may eventually escape from
it. However, in this one-dimensional diffusion the probability that the atom
returns to its starting point is not negligible. On the contrary, to escape via a
channel of length n, out of n dissociation events, only one leads to successful
escape from the channel.
Figure 6.18: Schematic illustration of the escape problem in one dimension.
A random walker (•) which was originally bounded to the trap (T) at the
origin has escaped and now diffuses freely on the one-dimensional lattice. If
it visits the origin again it becomes re-trapped, while if it can move a distance
n away from the trap it escapes to freedom (F).
According to Polya’s law [88] the probability for a random walker to
return to its starting point approaches unity in one dimension when the time
approaches infinity.2 The probability to return to the origin is very high
already for a few steps, so this effect is significant here. In the following the
probability Pn for a one-dimensional walker to escape a certain distance n
from a trap without re-attaching to it (see Fig. 6.18) will be derived. Consider
a linear chain of binding sites of length n. A random walker diffuses on the
linear chain by hopping to the left and to the right with the same probability.
It is removed from the chain when it reaches one of its ends, i.e, when its
position is x = 0 (trap) or x = n (freedom). The probability Pn that the
walker leaves the chain at x = n if he starts its peregrinations at x = 1 is:
2This is also true for two dimensions (but not for three). Nevertheless, in two dimen-
sions the convergence is so slow that the return probability can be neglected for processes
on a surface.
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Pn =
1
n
. (6.9)
This is proven by mathematical induction.
Initial step: n = 1
For n = 1 the problem is trivial, the walker leaves the chain at x = n = 1 at
the instance it is brought into play at x = 1, thus P1 = 1/n = 1.
Inductive step :n→ n+ 1
Consider now a chain of length n+1. Using the assumption, the chance that
the walker reaches x = n without being re-trapped is Pn = 1/n. From this
starting point there is the probability of Pn→n+1 to continue to x = n + 1
and thus escape. We then have Pn+1 = Pn × Pn→n+1.
The probability of reaching x = n + 1 directly in the next jump from
x = n is of course 1/2. But also if the jump takes place in the other direction
(x = n − 1) the walker can return again to x = n and have another try to
escape. This problem is completely equivalent by mirror symmetry to the
one under consideration: By making a coordinate transformation x′ = x− n
the walker is now starting at x′ = 1: How probable is it that he can be
removed from the game at x′ = n? If it is not removed, it must come back
to x′ = 0 ⇔ x = n. The probability of returning to x = n is thus given by
the assumption as 1 − Pn = 1 − 1/n. Now the process can be started again
and the circle closes. This can be repeated to infinity, so we can write:
Pl→n+1 =
∞∑
k=0
1
2
[(
1− 1
n
)
× 1
2
]k
=
1
2
∞∑
k=0
[
l − 1
2n
]k
=
1
2
1
1− n−1
2n
=
n
n+ 1
.
So the result is Pn+1 = Pn × Pn→n+1 = 1n × nn+1 = 1n+1 .
q.e.d.
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Therefore the simple result is proven that the probability to escape over
a distance n is just Pn = 1/n, or, in other words, the walker needs n attempts
for one successful escape.
The distance between the end of the A-DR and the end of the A-gap is
constantly (6±1)ann between Fig. 6.16 (b) and (f), so successful removal of an
atom from the end of the row apparently does not take place here. To remove
one atom from the end of the DR, 6 dissociation events would have been
needed during the whole sequence of 17 min (compare Eq. 6.9). The lower
limit for the dissociation rate is thus νDR−diss < 6/17 min = 5.9 × 10−3 Hz.
Assuming this process to follow Eq. 2.2 with an attempt frequency kBT/h a
lower limit is calculated for the energy barrier as EDR−diss > 1.5 eV. Here we
used T = 510 K, the lowest temperature in the sequence.
According to the nn-model, decoration row dissociation is a 5 → 4-
process, yielding EDR−diss ≈ 1.1 eV. This discrepancy, however, should not be
taken too serious, as we find in the gaps a local (100) geometry, whereas the
parameters for the nn-model are adjusted for the (111) surface. Therefore,
one should use a different Enn−kin. However, since the diffusion on extended
(100) surface proceeds via an exchange mechanism [89], it is not possible
to get a good experimental approximation for this value. Using the DFT
value of Ed,(100)−hop = 1.13 eV [90] as a starting point, one can approximate
Enn−kin(100) = 0.3 eV and thus EDR−diss = 1.9 eV, in rough agreement with
the lower limit found in the experiment.
Although row dissociation could not be observed directly, in specific ge-
ometries it seems to be rather effective: The fact that in Fig. 6.16 also
undecorated gaps are visible, whereas at TSTM = 350 K only decorated gaps
are observed makes dissociation of at least a significant fraction of decoration
rows at TSTM > 500 K plausible.
6.5.3 Complete disappearance of hcp area
Complete disappearance of the hcp area by the self-healing process is depicted
in Fig. 6.19. Here we see a triangular hcp area bounded by decorated and
undecorated A-gaps. From Fig. 6.19 (a) to (b) the lower left side of the
triangle moved significantly inwards. Note that a small piece of hcp area
remains protected by the concave island and the small stable A-DR. From
Fig. 6.19 (b) to (c) the large hcp area disappears completely; now all atoms
find the energetically favored fcc positions.
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Figure 6.19: Complete disappearance of hcp area. Deposition of Θ = 2.2 ML
at Tdep = 350 K with F = 1.5 × 10−2 ML/s. Imaging at 532 K < TSTM <
535 K. Picture sizes 660 A˚ × 660 A˚.
6.6 Conclusion
The stacking-fault islands nucleating in the first stage of epitaxial growth
on Ir(111) grow into an hcp phase covering a significant fraction of the sur-
face. Upon further growth, though, these hcp areas are assimilated by the
neighboring fcc areas and the atoms are incorporated into the neighboring
regular phase by a cascade of processes involving atomic processes that are
only thermally activated in specific geometries like the kink-flip mechanism.
These effects can be completely understood in a model of a crystal made out
of hard spheres with only nearest-neighbor interactions. Although the self-
healing is quite effective, stable defects do remain, which are stabilized by the
decoration rows forming at the phase boundaries. These defects presumably
have a decisive effect on growth of additional monolayers even at tempera-
tures where self-healing is active. Annealing the sample leads to movement
of the phase boundaries and finally to complete disappearance of the hcp
area.
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Chapter 7
Electronic structure of the fcc
and the hcp phase
In addition to the geometrical difference between the fcc and the hcp phase
in Ir(111) homoepitaxy, simultaneously performed STM measurements on
both areas shows a pronounced difference in the electronic structure. This
effect leads to an apparent, voltage dependent height difference between fcc
and hcp of up to 6% of the bulk interlayer distance.
A similar effect was already found for the heteroepitaxial system
Co/Cu(111) [4], where the effect is rather weak compared to the system un-
der concern here. Differences in electronic structure have also been observed
between the hcp and fcc phase of the Au(111) herringbone reconstruction
[91], but in this system they arise from the change in the bandstructure due
to an electronic superlattice.
This chapter illustrates in contrast to the previous chapters that the STM
does not image the topography of the surface, but the density of electronic
states. Furthermore, one has to go beyond the hard sphere model to account
for the findings of this last chapter.
7.1 Experimental results
Figure 7.1 (a) shows the area marked by a box in Fig. 6.6 with a higher
resolution. The triangular island shape visible in Fig. 6.6 and the presence of
the DR allows to identify the respective stacking as depicted in Fig. 7.1 (a).
The profile of surface morphology along the white line is shown in Fig. 7.1 (b).
Close inspection of the scan reveals that the hcp phase is imaged lower than
the fcc phase. For the tunneling conditions applied in this image (tunneling
voltage U = −1.2 V, tunneling current I = 1.0 nA, constant current mode)
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the height difference corresponds to ∆z = 0.03zlayer (∆z = zfcc − zhcp), with
zlayer the distance between two consecutive (111) planes in the Ir crystal,
zlayer =
√
2/3 ann ≈ 2.21 A˚. In spite of the noise on the scanline, the large
number of points taken on the fcc as well as on the hcp phase leads to a small
error in the overall height difference.
Figure 7.1: (a): STM topograph showing an A-DR separating an hcp area
from an fcc area, Θ = 0.91 ML, T = 350 K, F = 1.6 × 10−2 ML/s, picture
size 240 A˚× 240 A˚. The area imaged is also visible in Fig. 6.6. (b) Linescan
along the white line in (a).
The electronic nature of this effect becomes apparent upon analyzing
linescans obtained with different bias voltages (Fig. 7.2). Here the scatter is
mainly due to changing tip conditions. A clear structure is visible: Start-
ing with the fcc phase imaged higher for high negative bias voltages, the
height difference goes through a maximum for low negative bias voltages U .
A second smaller maximum is visible for low positive voltages, until with
increasing U we observe a change in sign for ∆z = zfcc − zhcp, i.e., now the
hcp phase is imaged higher. This is a nice example that although in gen-
eral STM topographs of metal surfaces can be regarded as representations of
the sample topography, one should always bear in mind that in reality one
images the local density of states (LDOS).
7.2 Density functional calculations
This effect is caused by different electronic structures of the regular fcc crystal
and an fcc crystal with one hcp layer on top of it. Therefore, in order to relate
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Figure 7.2: Dependence of the relative height difference (zfcc− zhcp)/zlayer on
tunneling voltage U : (): Experimental results obtained by voltage depen-
dent STM, I = 1 nA; solid line: result obtained by ab initio calculations.
the voltage dependent behavior of the STM images to the structural identity
of Ir islands, we performed electronic structure calculations based on the
density functional theory in the local density approximation (LDA).1 For the
LDA we used the exchange–correlation potential of von Barth and Hedin [92].
The results were obtained with the full-potential linearized augmented plane-
wave method (FLAPW) in bulk and film geometry [93, 94], as implemented
in the computer code FLEUR [95]. On the scale relevant to the electronic
structure the hcp and fcc islands have a rather large lateral extension of
approximately 100 A˚ and are therefore modeled by perfect Ir(111) surfaces
with and without stacking-fault of the final surface layer. Both surfaces are
described by 9 layer films with inversion symmetry embedded in infinite vacuii
at both sides of the film. All total energy results presented are calculated
using about 100 basis functions per atom. The forces exerted on the atoms
were minimized to optimize the structure down to a maximum force of 0.5
1The ab initio calculations have been performed by S. Baud, Universite´ de Franche-
Comte´, and G. Bihlmayer and S. Blu¨gel, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich.
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meV/a.u. per atom. For the integration over the Brillouin-zone (BZ) we used
a special k‖-point set of 57 points within the irreducible wedge (1/12) of the
two-dimensional BZ (I2DBZ). The calculations of bulk Ir were performed
with 216 k-points in the irreducible wedge (1/8) of the three-dimensional
BZ.
We determined the theoretical Ir bulk lattice constant to 3.81 A˚ which
is in good agreement with the experimental value of 3.84 A˚. Using the the-
oretical bulk lattice constant, both Ir surfaces were structurally optimized
by including the interlayer relaxations of the first three layers on both sides
of each film for both systems. We found that the interlayer relaxations are
small, but slightly different for the surface with and without stacking-fault.
Relative to the ideal bulk truncation, for the ideal fcc surface, the surface
layer is relaxed inwards by 1.15% of the interlayer distance (d =2.17 A˚) corre-
sponding to 0.025 A˚. The hcp terminated surface relaxes inwards by 0.48% of
the interlayer distance (d =2.19 A˚) corresponding to 0.01 A˚. Thus relative to
the fcc terminated Ir surface, the atoms in the hcp terminated surface relaxes
inwards less by 0.67%. The energy of the surface with the stacking-fault is
90.4 meV/atom higher than the ideal surface, a value close to the results of
Hamilton et al. [80], who found a difference of ∆Eb,1ML/i = 81 meV/atom.
2
According to the model of Tersoff and Hamann [96] to describe the tun-
neling current measured in STM, the variation of the tunneling current I
with bias voltage U is proportional to the local density of states (LDOS) of
the sample in the vacuum n(r‖, z|EF + eU), at the tip position r0 = (r‖, z0),
dI/dU ∝ n(r0|EF + eU), where EF is the Fermi energy, and (r‖, z) are
the lateral and vertical tip coordinates (the tip-sample distance is measured
from the position of the nucleus of the surface atom). Thus the energy in-
tegrated LDOS (ILDOS) over the occupied (U < 0) or unoccupied (U > 0)
states in the energy range (EF , EF + eU) contributes to the tunneling cur-
rent, I(r0) ∝
∫ EF+eU
EF
n(r0|E) dE. The experiments were carried out without
atomic resolution. Thus the tunneling current laterally averaged over the
area of the surface unit-cell A‖,
1
A‖
∫
A‖
I(r‖, z) dr‖ = I¯(z) ∝
∫ EF+eU
EF
n¯(z|E) dE (7.1)
can be directly compared with the current measured in the constant cur-
2The energy difference between fcc and hcp for one ML (∆Eb,1ML/i) was used in
Chapter 5 to extrapolate the energy difference for larger clusters. Due to the small dif-
ference between the respective values the model of stacking-fault nucleation changes only
marginally when we use the new result for ∆Eb,1ML/i instead of the 81 meV from Ref. [80].
Therefore the model was not changed after the improved value emerged.
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rent STM images. According to experience, good comparison can be achieved
using the model of Tersoff and Hamann for a bias-voltage range of ±2 V [97].
Figure 7.3: Local density of states (LDOS) in the vacuum n¯ for the fcc
(solid line) and hcp (dashed line) terminated Ir(111) surfaces at a tip-sample
distance of z = 9.41 A˚.
Figure 7.3 shows the LDOS in the vacuum n¯ for the hcp and fcc termi-
nated Ir(111) surfaces at a tip-sample distance of z = 9.41 A˚. The position of
the sample atoms was taken to be the average of the positions of the surface
atoms of the fcc and hcp surface. The energies are given with respect to the
fermi-level. The workfunctions of the fcc and hcp surface are 6.374 eV and
6.306 eV, respectively. Therefore the fermi levels are shifted by 70 meV with
respect to the vacuum-zero. The local density of state shows large differ-
ences for the system with and without the stacking-fault to an extent that is
normally expected only for different metals.
7.3 Comparison between experiment and
theory
In order to relate the tunneling current I¯(z0) at constant height z0 derived
from the calculations (Eq. 7.1) with our experiments performed in constant
current mode, we assume an exponential dependence of the tunneling current
with the tip-sample distance,
I¯(z, U) = I¯(zref , U)e
−κ(z−zref) (7.2)
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at arbitrary z. Actually, this behaviour can be explicitly found in the
calculated ILDOSs for different zref . Transforming the above equation into
z − zref = (1/κ) ln
(
I¯(zref , U)/I¯(z, U)
)
(7.3)
and taking into account that different currents are measured above the
fcc and the hcp phase we can write for the height difference
zfcc(U, I¯)− zhcp(U, I¯) = 1
κ¯
ln
(
I¯fcc(zref , U)
I¯hcp(zref , U)
)
− ∆κ
κ¯
∆zref . (7.4)
We imposed I¯fcc(zfcc, U) = I¯hcp(zhcp, U) due to the constant current mode
employed. ∆zref denotes the difference between the average (zfcc+zhcp)/2 and
zref . ∆κ (κ¯) is the difference between (average of) κfcc and κhcp. Ignoring the
correction term ∝ ∆zref for a moment, the height difference is proportional
to the logarithm of the tunneling currents at an arbitrary reference height.
These reference currents are known via Eq. (7.1). Since the approximation of
the exponential decay of the tunneling current with distance is not perfect,
it is best to choose an zref close to the real height of the tip in the STM
measurements. The height difference can thus be calculated from the values
obtained for n¯(zref) in the DFT calculations. Of course, the exact zref is not
known from the experiment and we fixed zref = 9.41 A˚. The deviation of best
zref , chosen as the unknown voltage dependent average (zfcc + zhcp)/2, from
the fixed value causes an uncertainty of
∆z = −(∆κ/κ¯)∆zref ' (Wfcc −Whcp)/(Wfcc +Whcp)∆zref . (7.5)
Since the difference between the workfunctions W of the fcc and hcp
stacked system is small, even an error in zref of 4 A˚ causes only an error
in ∆z of 0.01zlayer. In Fig. 7.2, the calculated and measured quantity are
compared. The calculated curve is in good qualitative agreement with the
measurements, reproducing the shape of the curve including the maxima
and the change in sign for high voltages. One remarkable result is that, even
though the hcp surface shows less inward relaxation, the LDOS indicates an
apparent outward relaxation of the fcc surface in the STM images. It is rather
surprising that such large differences between the two phases exist since hcp
and fcc stacking differ only in the second nearest neighbor interaction and,
in opposite to the Cu(111) surface, no gap in the surface bandstructure gives
rise to distinct surface states.
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7.4 Height of decoration rows
The measurements described above also give more insight into the geometry
of the decoration rows. There are two possible types of DR: One situated
between adjacent A-steps of hcp-islands and fcc-islands (A-DR), and one be-
tween adjacent B-steps (B-DR). The only type found in experiment, though,
is the A-type. A ball model of such an DR is given in Fig. 7.4. Inside an
A-gap an atom is fourfold coordinated. Neglecting second-nearest neighbors
and assuming the forces between the atoms to be completely independent on
their direction, the A-gap is therefore (100)-like.
Figure 7.4: Ball model of the A-type decoration row at the phase boundaries
between fcc and hcp (A-DR).
Assuming a simple crystal model of hard spheres, we can deduce the
respective height z of the A-DR above the lower layer (i.e., the height of the
center of one atom in the DR with respect to the plane defined by the centers
of the atoms in the layer underneath) as zDR =
√
5/12 ann ≈ 0.65 ann, leading
to zDR/zlayer ≈ 0.79, with the regular layer height zlayer =
√
2/3 ann ≈ 0.82 ann.
The linescans in most of the topographs used to determine the height
difference between hcp and fcc contain such DR. The heights of these DR
showed no dependence on tunneling voltage. Averaging over 38 measure-
ments yields zA−DR/zlayer = 0.48 ± 0.07, i.e., lower than expected from the
hard sphere model.
There are two effects that diminish the height of the DR: As the STM
images the electronic states of the sample surface, the measured height of the
DR must not necessarily reflect the geometric height of the nuclei. Another
example of adatom lines of monoatomic width can be found after adsorbate
induced lifting of the Pt(111) reconstruction [98]. Here, the lines are formed
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by atoms in regular binding positions on the surface. These measurements
were revisited in this work to find zr/zlayer = (0.80 ± 0.01), so the line has
only 80% of the height as expected in a model of hard spheres. In the case
of the decoration rows on Ir(111), the deviation is larger (60%).
The effect that one-dimensional structures are imaged lower than their
real height was investigated in Ref. [99]: In a free-electron model the tun-
neling conductance in different geometries was calculated. As an example,
a one-dimensional line on the surface with a Gaussian shape resembling a
monoatomic chain was studied under realistic tunneling conditions. A value
of zr/zlayer = 0.49 was obtained in this model.
The second effect is relaxation: Since the atoms in the DR have only
six nearest-neighbors and an empty volume beneath them, relaxation is very
likely, thereby reducing the height of the DR above the terrace further.
These two effects cannot be deconvoluted with the STM measurements
described here. It is likely that both play a role to lower the apparent height
of the A-DR.
7.5 Discussion and conclusion
Even though the hcp surface shows a smaller inward relaxation, the differ-
ence in the LDOS leads to the effect that in the STM image the hcp surface
appears higher than the fcc surface for a wide range of tunneling parame-
ters. Comparing the STM images with ab initio calculations, we find that
the theoretically predicted and experimentally observed dependence of the
apparent height difference on tunneling voltage agree quite well. The con-
trast change with bias voltage as well as the apparent height difference are
electronic effects. It is surprising that this effect can be detected because hcp
and fcc stacking differ only in the second nearest-neighbor interaction and,
in opposite to the Cu(111) surface, no gap in the surface bandstructure gives
rise to distinct surface states.
This finding offers a new tool to determine the respective stacking of the
topmost crystal layer since a similar effect may also be found on other sur-
faces. Such a tool is highly desirable, because the island shape criterion which
was applied to identify the stacking in the system Ir/Ir(111) beforehand is
only applicable in the regime of fractal-dendritic island shape with the addi-
tional prerequisite of different energetic landscapes around A- and B-steps.
If this criterion does not hold, e.g., in the recent experiments on Cu/Cu(111)
[74], more subtle effects have to be exploited in order to reveal the respective
stacking. Voltage-dependent STM or scanning tunneling spectroscopy could
help to identify fcc and hcp islands in a more straightforward way.
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Summary and outlook
8.1 Summary
An experimental system was built capable of performing evaporation exper-
iments under extremely clean conditions. The evaporator developed can de-
posit Ir with a variable rate between F = 1× 10−4 ML/s and F = 0.6 ML/s.
It was shown that in spite of the minimal background pressure during
evaporation, a lower limit for clean growth at T = 330 K is reached for
F = 1× 10−3 ML/s.
From an analysis of the saturation island density, the parameters of
adatom diffusion on Ir(111) were determined: The barrier of adatom dif-
fusion as Ed,1 = (0.30 ± 0.01) eV and the attempt frequency as ν0,1 =
5 × 1011.0±0.5 Hz. In extension, for the first time also dimer diffusion was
measured with this method, yielding Ed,2 = (0.44 ± 0.05) eV. The results
are in excellent agreement with the results obtained by FIM. Also diffusion
parameters for Al(111) and Pt(111) were deduced with this method.
The dimer binding energy on Ir(111) was measured. Depending on the
choice for the (unknown) attempt frequency of dissociation ν0,diss we get
Eb,2 = 0.73 eV (ν0,diss = ν0,1) or Eb,2 = 0.88 eV (ν0,diss = kBT/h). Comparing
this result to values found on Al(111) and Pt(111) shows that the dimer
binding energy in these systems scales with the cohesive energy (Eb,2 =
(0.11 ± 0.01)Ecoh, as it is expected from simple bond-counting arguments.
The cluster binding energies found by FIM were found to be in error due to
neglected processes at step edges.
The formation of stacking-faults on the Ir(111) surface was observed un-
der a wide range of deposition conditions and is explained on the basis of a
quantitative atomistic model. Stacking-fault islands form out of small clus-
ters that can occupy the faulted sites with significant probability in thermal
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equilibrium due to the small energy difference between fcc and hcp stacking
for small clusters. Sufficiently fast growth can then trap a fraction of these
clusters in the energetically disfavored stacking, leading to the growth of
metastable stacking-fault islands. By using as an input parameters derived
independently by FIM, the model describes the measured data very well.
The model is expected to be applicable also to other systems.
Upon an increase of the deposited amount towards 1 ML, islands of the
same stacking type coalesce, but islands of different types cannot do so di-
rectly due to their different stacking sequences. Instead, as soon as an hcp and
an fcc island approach each other close enough, atoms in the hcp island can
flip over to the fcc island (assimilation) by an up to this point not activated
kink-flip mechanism. In most cases this leads to complete disappearance of
the hcp phase and in spite of the high probability of forming stacking-faults
at the beginning of the growth, a nearly defect free film evolves. Occasionally
the phase boundaries become decorated by monoatomic rows, stabilizing the
hcp areas. The self-healing process can also be observed directly in annealing
experiments.
The electronic structure of the fcc and the hcp phase show large differ-
ences, as was observed in voltage dependent STM measurements and con-
firmed by ab initio calculations.
8.2 Outlook
The experimental system built up in this work is suitable for experiments in a
more extended parameter space than described in this thesis. In principle the
Ir-evaporator should be capable of reaching F ≈ 20 ML/s without changing
the setup by optimizing all evaporation parameters (filament temperature,
filament to sample distance). In this case, the rate could be varied over
four orders of magnitude in extension of the two orders already reached.
Pulsed evaporation was not studied in this work, although the developed
computer-controlled shutter system is well capable of depositing with various
frequencies and evaporation times. In spite of this, it is questionable if the
parameters needed to reach the new scaling laws theoretically expected for
pulsed deposition [100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105] can be reached experimentally
at all on Ir(111).
The possibility to grow SFIs on Ir(111) with a high density allows to
address further aspects of this growth defect: In test experiments it was found
that the probability of stacking-fault formation was increased if the sample
is exposed to H2 prior to deposition. Therefore it seems that surfactants
exist that can promote or hamper stacking-fault formation by changing the
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binding energies of the clusters. This effect could be investigated by exposing
the surface to different gases prior to evaporation.
The self-healing effect was rather difficult to observe due to the local
character of the STM method, since if one self-healing event was observed
somewhere on the surface, everywhere else the hcp area does also disappear
simultaneously. Therefore the presented analysis is rather limited and some-
what qualitative. A possible remedy is the use of an integrating technique
like LEED. Dynamic LEED-calculations performed in our group show that
this method is capable of determining the presence of stacking-faults in this
system even quantitatively.
In spite of the self-healing effect found in this study, stable defects re-
main in the first monolayer and will surely influence the growth of multilayer
films.1 Even a small fraction of stable defects formed in each monolayer will
eventually lead to a film with highly irregular stacking. In such a case, im-
ages taken by STM will become impossible to interpret. Here also LEED can
be the method of choice.
In extension of the voltage-dependent STM used to determine the dif-
ferent electronic structures of hcp and fcc, scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS) is highly desirable. We have upgraded the current STM electronic by
a spectroscopy card and expect to perform the first measurements shortly.
A possible extension is dI/dU imaging in lock-in technique, allowing to di-
rectly observe a contrast between fcc and hcp islands in topographic images.
Furthermore, since there is a finite probability of stacking-fault formation on
top of stacking-faults, a whole bunch of local stacking geometries is accessible
to STS, promising to give us more insight in the stacking-dependence of the
electronic structure.
It is highly desirable to apply the derived model of stacking-fault forma-
tion also to other systems in order to show its universality. This approach is,
however, hampered by two obstacles: First, as mentioned in Chapter 5 the
experimental database for other systems is very shallow. Second, Ir/Ir(111)
is the only system where the necessary atomic parameters (diffusion barri-
ers and attempt frequencies as well as energy and entropy difference of the
respective stacking, all up to rather large clusters) are known. The only
other system studied in this detail is Pt/Pt(111), but here ∆Eb,i is unknown
since the clusters in this system seem to occupy fcc sites with a rather large
preference starting with the adatom, so that indeed hcp clusters were never
observed.2 Even if known, there is no experimental result to model except
1Additionally, deposition at low temperatures can be expected to decrease the efficiency
of the self-healing process.
2A lower limit was given for ∆Eb,1 in the system Pt/Pt(111) [106].
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of the negative result that stacking-faults have not been observed in this
system for a wide range of deposition conditions. Recently, the respective
parameters were determined by STM for Cu/Cu(111) [107] for monomers and
dimers, providing at least a starting point for an analysis, bearing in mind
the experimental results in this system [74, 72]. Extension to heteroepitaxial
growth or growth in different crystal structures involves even more unknown
parameters; a starting point in this case could be calculating the necessary
energies using ab initio methods.
The easy formation of stacking-faults on Ir(111) makes this system an
unique model system to study stacking-fault nucleation. Besides the atomic
mechanism of stacking-fault formation, the effect of self-healing, and the dif-
ference in electronic structure discovered in this work, much more properties
and consequences of this important growth defect wait to be explored here.
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A.1 Calculating the evaporation rate
The geometry of the deposition process is sketched in Figure A.1. The evap-
oration rate Fe (number of atoms dNe evaporated from an area dAe in the
time dt) of a surface at temperature T is given by the evaporation law of
Hertz-Knudsen as:
R
r
d
dω
dA r
φ
r
dα
edA
φ
dr
Figure A.1: Geometry of the deposition.
Fe =
dNe
dAe dt
= αV(p
∗ − p)(2pimk
B
T )−
1
2 , (A.1)
with αV the dimensionless evaporation coefficient (αV ≤ 1), p∗ the equi-
librium pressure between solid and gas (p∗ = p∗(T ), for Iridium see Figure
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A.2), p the hydrostatic pressure acting on the surface, m the mass of one
atom, and k
B
Boltzmann’s constant (see for example Ref. [108]). An upper
limit of the rate for the case of sublimation is given by:
Fe ≤ p∗(Tmelt)(2pimkBTmelt)−
1
2 .
Figure A.2: Variation of the vapor pressure p∗ with the temperature T for
Iridium [108].
For Iridium, this leads to:
Fe ≤ 3.6× 1021atoms
m2s
= 220
ML
s
. (A.2)
Therefore, Fe = 220 ML/s is the highest achievable evaporation rate for
sublimating Ir.
In an ideal Knudsen cell, the directionality of the evaporated material
follows a cosine law (see Figure A.1 and Ref. [108]):
dFe = Fe cosφ
dω
pi
.
Substitution of dω = cosφdAr
d2
with a receiving target area dAt parallel to
the evaporating surface in distance d (see Figure A.1) yields:
dFe =
Fe
pi
cos2 φ
dAt
d2
.
Recalling the definition of Fe (Equation A.1) leads to:
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dNe
dt
=
Fe
pi
cos2 φ
dAt
d2
dAe.
We can also express the evaporating area in polar coordinates (see Fig.
A.1) dAe = r dr dα:
dNe
dt
=
Fe
pi
cos2 φ
r
d2
dAt dr dα.
In Figure A.1 one can see d2 = r2 + R2 and cosφ = R
d
(with R the
perpendicular distance between evaporator and sample) and therefore:
dNe
dt
=
Fe
pi
R2r
(r2 +R2)2
dAr dr dα.
Finally, we get the rate F of atoms reaching the sample area dAr from
the whole circular evaporator of radius r0 by integration:
F =
∫
Aevap
dNe
dAr dt
=
2pi∫
0
r0∫
0
Fe
pi
R2r
(r2 +R2)2
dr dα.
Solving the integral yields the final result:
F = Fe
(
1− R
2
r20 +R
2
)
= αV(p
∗ − p)(2pimk
B
T )−
1
2
(
1− R
2
r20 +R
2
)
. (A.3)
A graphical representation of this formula is shown in Fig. A.3. In the
limit of infinite evaporator surface r0
R
→ ∞ we find F = Fe, all evaporated
atoms are collected by the surface, so the maximal deposition rate is the one
given in Equation A.2. Therefore, F = 220 ML/s is the maximal achiev-
able deposition rate for sublimation of Ir. For a large distance r0
R
→ 0 the
deposition rate varies like 1
R2
.
The evaporating surface used in the experiments presented here is not
circular, but has a rather complicated shape (see Sec. 3.3). Nevertheless,
Equation A.3 is assumed to be still valid, if one uses an effective radius reff
of the evaporator and introduces a coefficient c to account for the fraction of
the circle covered by the filament. Furthermore, the pressure p is neglected
since under normal deposition conditions p∗  p. This leads to
F = αVcp
∗(2pimk
B
T )−
1
2
(
1− R
2
r2eff +R
2
)
. (A.4)
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Figure A.3: Theoretical dependence of the normalized deposition rate F
Fe
with the normalized radius of the evaporating surface r0
R
.
A.2 Pyrometer measurements
The pyrometer measures the intensity Lλ,BB at a specific wavelength λ by
comparing it with a glowing wire of adjustable temperature. It is calibrated
to display the corresponding temperature TBB of a black body. This tem-
perature has to be corrected for the emission coefficient λ of the material
under concern. For the temperatures measured here, Wien’s approximation
of Planck’s law can be used (see e.g. Ref. [109]):
Lλ,BB =
c1
pi
λ−5e−
c2
λTBB , (A.5)
with c1 and c2 the radiation constants. The true temperature Tsample can
be obtained by:
Lλ,sample(λ, Tsample) = Lλ,BB(λ, TBB)
⇔ λ c1pi λ−5e
− c2
λTsample = c1
pi
λ−5e−
c2
λTBB
⇔ ln λ − c2λTsample = − c2λTBB
⇒ 1
Tsample
= 1
TBB
+ λ ln λ
c2
.
(A.6)
The emission coefficient can be calculated from the reflectivity via  +
R = 1 (Lambert’s law). A standard wavelength for an optical pyrometer is
λ = 655 nm. For Ir, R655nm ≈ 0.7 [20] leads to 655nm ≈ 0.3; the final result
with c2 = 1.439× 10−2 mK is:
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1
TIr
=
1
TBB
− 5.48× 10−5K−1. (A.7)
A.3 Measuring the ion flux
We measure the following values: The radius of the Faraday-cup rcup, the
current measure Icup, the density of atoms in one crystal layer ρML (measured
in atoms
m2ML
). One finds:
jcup =
Icup
e
, (A.8)
with the particle current (flux) jcup and the elementary charge e. Further:
Rion =
jcup
Acup
=
j
pir2cup
=
Icup
epir2cup
, (A.9)
for the particle current density (flux density)Rion.
If one wants to express the density of atoms in one surface layer not in
atoms
m2
, but in monolayers, one needs the specific density ρML. If one measures
all values in SI-units, one can use:
Rion[ML/s] =
Icup
ρMLepir2cup
= CIcup, (A.10)
with
C =
1
ρMLepir2cup
. (A.11)
With the values rcup = 2.5× 10−4 m2 and ρML,Ir = 1.57× 1019 atomsm2ML one
finds: C = 2.02× 106ML
s A
.
A.4 STM-arcing
In the start phase of the experiments it was observed that one piezo leg
of the STM showed arcing between two of its electrodes. The source of
this effect was the titanium sublimator: Upon operation, a thin Ti-layer was
deposited in the gap between the piezo electrodes. Applying the high voltages
necessary for the walking of the STM-head then induced arcing. This effect
lead to evaporation of adsorbates from the piezo that became visible on the
sample (which is of course in close proximity) after walking steps haven been
applied. Later on this error was removed. The effect of arcing is illustrated
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in Fig. A.4 where two pictures are shown, one in the beginning, and one near
the end of an experiment. Occasionally STM images in this work show such
adsorbates which are then only due to arcing and were not present at the
surface during the evaporation.
Figure A.4: Temporary effect of STM-arcing: STM-topographs after deposi-
tion of Θ = 0.09 ML Ir on Ir(111) at T = 350 K with F = 9 × 10−3 ML/s,
picture size 1400 A˚× 1400 A˚. (a) Image taken 25 min after deposition. (b)
Image taken 145 min after deposition.
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Publications
Parts of the results presented in this thesis can be found in the following
publications.
• C. Busse, S. Baud, G. Bihlmayer, C. Polop, S. Blu¨gel, T. Michely:
Tunneling voltage dependent heights of faulted and unfaulted Ir islands
on Ir(111)
Phys. Rev. B (2003), in print
• C. Busse, C. Polop, M. Mu¨ller, K. Albe, A. Petersen, T. Michely:
Stacking-fault formation on Ir(111)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 56103 (2003)
• C. Busse, W. Langenkamp, C. Polop, A. Petersen, H. Hansen, U. Linke,
P. J. Feibelman, T. Michely:
Dimer binding energies on fcc(111) metal surfaces
Surf. Sci. Lett. 539, L560 (2003)
• C. Polop, H. Hansen, C. Busse, T. Michely:
Relevance of nonlocal adatom-adatom interactions in homoepitaxial
growth
Phys. Rev. B, 67, 193405 (2003)
• T. Michely, W. Langenkamp, H. Hansen, C. Busse:
Comment on “Dynamics of surface migration in the weak corrugation
regime”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 2695 (2001)
Apart from the work presented here I also worked on the topics “Ion
bombardment induced growth” and “Nucleation in the presence of traps”.
These findings are not described here in order to keep the scope of the work
focused, but are contained in the following publications:
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• A. Petersen, C. Busse, C.Polop, T. Michely:
Change from erosion to growth by ion bombardment on Ir(111)
Phys. Rev. B (2003), in print
• C. Busse, C. Engin, H. Hansen, U. Linke, T. Michely, H. M. Urbassek:
Adatom formation and atomic layer growth on Al(111) by ion bom-
bardment: Experiments and Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Surf. Sci. 488, 346 (2001)
• C. Busse, H. Hansen, U. Linke, T. Michely:
Atomic layer growth on Al(111) by ion bombardment
Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 326 (2000)
• C. Polop, H. Hansen, W. Langenkamp, Z. Zhong, C. Busse, M. Kotrla,
P. J. Feibelman, T. Michely:
Interaction between immobile O impurities and Al adatoms on Al(111),
submitted
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(Curriculum vitae)
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Anhang D
Nukleation und Stapelfehler
auf Ir(111) - Kurzfassung
(German summary)
Durch die Analyse der Sa¨ttigungsinseldichte mittels des Rastertunnelmikro-
skop (STM) nach Nukleation der ersten Kristalllage bei homoepitaktischem
Wachstum auf Ir(111) werden Parameter der Adatomdiffusion bestimmt.
Daru¨ber hinaus wird erstmals auch die Diffusionsbarriere des Dimers auf
diese Weise ermittelt. Die Ergebnisse stimmen hervorragend mit Werten aus
Feldionenmikroskopieexperimenten (FIM) u¨berein.
Zum ersten Mal konnte mit Hilfe dieser Methode die Bindungsenergie
des Dimers bestimmt werden. Ein Vergleich der Systeme Ir(111), Al(111)
und Pt(111) zeigt, dass die Bindungsenergie mit der Koha¨sivenergie skaliert
(Eb,2 = (0.11 ± 0.01)Ecoh), wie man es auch in einem einfachen Modell der
na¨chsten-Nachbar-Bindungen erwartet. Weiter kann gezeigt werden, dass die
mit FIM bestimmten Bindungsenergien durch nicht beru¨cksichtigte Prozesse
an Stufenkanten verfa¨lscht sind.
In dem System Ir(111) kann die Bildung von Stapelfehlern in einem wei-
ten Bereich der Wachstumsparameter beobachtet werden. Ein quantitatives
Modell erkla¨rt den beobachtete Effekt: Stapelfehler bilden sich aus kleinen
Clustern, die im thermischen Gleichgewicht mit einer signifikanten Wahr-
scheinlichkeit Stapelfehlerpla¨tze besetzen ko¨nnen. Durch genu¨gend schnelle
Anlagerung weiterer Atome an diese Cluster enstehen schließlich metastabile
Gebiete in der falschen Stapelung.
Wird die Menge des deponierten Materials erho¨ht, verschmelzen Inseln
des gleichen Stapeltyps miteinander, Inseln mit unterschiedlicher Stapelung
hingegen nicht. Stattdessen ko¨nnen Atome durch einen
”
Kink-Flip“-Prozess
zur energetisch gu¨nstigeren, regula¨ren Stapelfolge u¨berwechseln (Selbsthei-
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German summary (Deutsche Kurzfassung)
lung). Im Idealfall fu¨hrt dies zu einem vollsta¨ndigen Abbau der falsch ge-
stapelten Phase, und es entsteht schließlich ein fast defektfreier Film. In
Ausheilungsexperimenten kann der Effekt auch direkt beobachtet werden.
Die elektronische Struktur der beiden Phasen ist a¨ußerst verschieden, wie
mit Hilfe von spannungsabha¨ngigen STM Messungen gezeigt werden konnte.
Quantentheoretische Rechnungen besta¨tigen diese Experimente.
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But I now leave my cetological System standing thus unfinished, even as
the great Cathedral of Cologne was left, with the crane still standing upon
the top of the uncompleted tower. For small erections may be finished by
their first architects; grand ones, true ones, ever leave the copestone to pos-
terity. God keep me from ever completing anything. This whole book is but
a draught–nay, but the draught of a draught. Oh, Time, Strength, Cash, and
Patience!
Hermann Melville, Moby Dick
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